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ABSTRACT

The shift in emphasis in the hearth care fierd to address hearth

promotion challenges the hospital to determine its role. To

determine communi-ty perceptions of a hospital's role in health

promotion, a telephone survey was conducted involving 542 adul_ts

of househol-ds in the North Area of Winnipeg. The sample was

selected by random selection of household telephone numbers. A

telephone questionnaire was administered by selected interviewers.

A concern for heal-th was noted. About two-thirds of the

respondents were not participating in health promotion activities.

Those who did participate most often identified exercise and

eating habits as the behavj-ours practiced. These activities were

most often practiced independently or at a private organization.

Age was the only significant factor related to participation.

Adults did view the hospital as being involved in health

promotion. This view, however, varied significantly only with age

and education level (p < 0.05). The preference of location for

these programs was significant. The preferred Iocation was

outside the hospital. The sources of hearth informatÍon were not

significant for any of the demographÍc factors. The task that now

remains is to develop a plan of action which includes educating

both the hospital staff and the pubLic, collaborating with other

health and community organj-zations, developing programs and

developing a public rerations program rerated to health promotion.
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CHAPTER ]

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND INFORMAT]ON

The rising cost of hearth care continues to be a concern to

governments and organizations providing such services. This

concern is being translated into a growing emphasis on

reall-ocation of funds to community-based hearth programs. As a

result, hospitars. as one such service, are faced with a need to

re-examine their rores and their services. The hospitar has rong

been the center of the hearth care system oriented toward the

treatment and cure of illness/disease.

Hospitals have prayed a rore in prevention. The provisi-on of

services such as immunization clinics and specialized laboratory

services have contributed to the prevention of disease and

irrness. Rehabiritation and remediar crinics arso provided an

added dimension. rn the 1980's, the expressed concern about the

need for reorientation to meet the health needs of communities and

not just their illness needs presents a challenge to the

institutions (Health & Welfare Canada, 1986). The strained

resources of a struggling, institutionalized hearth care system

together with the demands of an educated pubric have brought about



the concept of hearth promotion to the fore. As werr, scientific

evidence increasingry points to rifestyre and behaviour as being

directJ-y rel-ated to the principal causes of morbidity and

mortarity (Health and welfare canada, r9i4; u.s. Department of

Hearth, 7979). sixty percent of the morbidity and mortality of

these new hearth probrems are rerated primariry to lifestyre and

environment (Yoder et aI, 1985).

As the members of modern society become more knowledgeabre

about hearth matters and more aware of their hearth needs. they

expect and demand more health care servi-ces, wider avairabirity,

and greatly improved protective measures to diminish the incidence

of disease and injury. How these services are to be provided and

by whom is not clear. The consensus appears to be that hospitars

shoul-d be playing a major rore in meeting community hearth care

needs. The American Hospitar Association asserts that each

individuar shares the responsibirity for protecting his own health

and that the proper discharge of that responsibirity can reduce

the incidence of injury, irrness, and death (American Hospital

Association, L919). But individuals must be made awaïe of the

importance of their rore as a partner in their ovln care, and they

must be taught how to assume that rore. Hospitars and other

health care institutions may be able to help.



The Hastings Reporl of 1972 emphasi-zed the development of a

network of independent community health care centers in an attempt

to meet public need. However, this has been replaced by a

preference for having the community hospitar reach further into

the community to provi_de a wide variety of services.

The Canadian Hospital Association (Canadian Hospital

Association, 1912), in its comments on the Hastings Report, stated

that to establish a network of independent community centers would

be wastefur and wourd create duplication of existing facirities.

The Association bel-ieves that hospitats, as a focal point of

community hearth care, have an obrigation to promote a variety of

servl-ces.

Perhaps the best known and most freguentry quoted document on

the provision of health care services i-s "A New perspective on

the Health of canadians" (Health and welfare canada, rgi4). The

main emphasis of this document is on hearth promotion and the need

for health care professionars and institutions to devote more

effort to the prevention of ill_ness and injury. The primary

message of that report was that potential improvement in the

hearth status of people in industriarized nations was more rikety

to result from changes in lifestyles, social and physical



environments, and biology, rather than in allocating more

resources to the existing heal-th care delivery systems. "A New

Perspective on the Hearth of canadians" proposed a framework for

examining the health problems and for suggesting courses of

actions. This framework addressed the need for unifying arl
participants including the health care institutions.

The American Hospital Association (American Hospital

Association, L977) expressed a simirar phirosophy in its poricy

statement on the provision of hearth services when it stated:

"This system Ifor the delivery of health services]

must be oriented to the maintenance of personal

good health and to the preventJ_on of illness rather

than being primarily oriented to the treatment of

illness after it becomes acute....health education

is the key to health protection and hospitals should

assume a leadership role in this field" (p.1)

In 1979, the American Hospital Association published ,,policy

and Statement on the Hospital's Responsibility for Health

Promotion" in which it confirmed its commitment to health

promotíon -- "...hospitals have a responsibility to take a

leadership role in helping ensure the good health of their

communities . rr (p. 1)



From a more globar perspective, the worrd Hearth organization

estabrished a new program in 'Hearth promotion' in 19g4. The

document on "concepts and principres in Health promotj_on" served

as a focus for di-scussion on which to base the deveropment of

health promotion activities in Europe (!,torking Group on concept

and Principles of Health promotion, 1984). This document

'recognized that priorities and practi-ces for hearth promotion

depend on prevailing economic and cultural cond.itions. It

emphasized that hearth promotion shourd invorve the participatj-on

of the people in the development of the health programs. Any

agency or group wourd do werr to estabrish this concept in their

own future planning for health promotion.

The document "Achieving Health for Arl-" (Health and werfare

Canada, 1986) addresses the need to seek neu/ approaches for

dealing effectively with the health concerns in a changing

society. The document proposes the hearth promotion approach

which involves the integration and expansion of the more

traditional approaches. "Achieving Hearth for Arr" emphasized the

need to incorporate health promotion to "compliment and

strengthen the existing health care system" (p. 2).

As more evidence linking physical and socj_al factors to

disease r¡ias accumulated, there began a movement away from



hospitals and an illness orientation. Programs such as physical

fitness and nutrition awareness gained popuJ-arity. Holism became

a concern of heal-th care. "lVellness" became a catchword for many

agencies involved in promoting health. Criticism was directed at

hospitals for focusing only on disease and excluding many other

concerns of the community. The hospitals in the United States

were the first to initiate a focus on health promotion. Therefore,

most of the ideas relatj-ng to hospital-based health promotion

programs emanate from the United States. However, consideration

of their motivational basis must be considered.

The competitiveness of the United States institutions has led

the way in a change of attitude toward health promotion as a role

for hospitals. The use of innovative marketing strategj-es vras

seen by hospitals as a \^/ay of improving their position in the

health care system. In 1978, the Centre for Health Promotion

began collecting information regarding hospital-based conrnunity

health promotion programs. Prior to 1978, the information

suggests that few hospitals had any well-defined community health

promotion efforts. Most hospitals were simply providing first aid

training, and conducting health fairs and some individual

activities such as seminars on health topics (Longe & Wolf, 1984).

It is possible that hospitals in Canada, more specifically in



Manitoba, can similarly become ideal locations for health

promoti-on programs. The reasons why canadian hospitals can be

idear rocations for hearth promotion may not arise out of the same

competitiveness that American hospitars experience. However, the

hospitar is one canadian institution that can herp the hearth care

del-ivery system move toward promotion-oriented services.

Hospitals have retained their credibility among the public

even though this credibility may be based on Íts advances j_n

curative treatment. Thus, it may be assumed that they are in a

favourable position to undertake a leadership role in the

provÍsion of service to incl-ude the werl and hearthy (Brehens,

1979; cunningham, 1979). The past success of hospitals in deal-ing

with illness or injury puts them in an enviable position of

assuming the additj-onal responsibirity in the form of leadership

in the development of a health promotion system (Brehens, 1979:

Jonas , 1979; Vickery, 1979). This system includes a

community-wide network of homes, schools, work sites,

institutionalized and non-institutional_ized health care

organizations and other settings in which responsibility for

health can be assumed on an individualized or sociar bases. The

established credibirity of the hospital, its high concentration of

professional expertise, and its acceptability as a service

provider would make it the logical choice over other institutions.



The hospital (the work place of physicians, nurses, social

workers. administrators) is already seen by the health consumer as

an "authorative source of health j-nformation" (Adamson,7979, p.

87 ) . The opportunity for hospitals to broaden their usefulness

and serve the total population, and not just the ailing, should be

obvious. Many citj-zens consider the hospital to be the focal

point for the community's health-refated activities and concerns

(Vickery, I919). Therefore, most hospitals already have an

audience that will listen and participate. The acceptance and

credibility of the hospital within the community is an enormous

advantage and should not be regarded lightly. The recognition by

hospitals of the validity of health promotion as a conmunity

health strategy and the inclination of the public in that

direction make this tlpe of programming both an appropriate and a

feasible direction to take.

Fries (1983), a proponent of health promotion, argues that

mortality reductions will cease in the near future because of

biological- constraints which are due to the species specific

processes of senescence. He suggests that present illnesses are

universal, have early onset, are progressive, are generally

characterized by a s1tnptom threshold at which they become

clinically obvious and are mutl-ifactorial in cause. The
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implication of this premise suggests that as risk factors are

modified, the progressi-on of the dj-sease process is decreased.

This decrease results in delaying or even preventing the

symptomatic threshold from being reached. Thus the severity of

the symptoms experienced can be decreased or never experienced.

The implication of this premise would suggest that health

enhancement programs must begin early in adult life and be

continued throughout. rt also implies that deinstÍtutionalized

programs, which promote individual initiative, should be sought.

Therefore, programs should stimulate the independence of

individuars and every effort made to reduce adverse incentives

which 'subsidize' bad health habits. Frie's paradigrm offers a

framework within which to view the probrems and within which we

may begin to develop constructive solutions.

Hospital health promotion programs that have been developed

have all had to deal with what health promotion would mean in

terms of their respective services. In order to deal with the

concept of hearth promotion, the definition of hearth must extend

beyond the absence of disease. For the purpose of this

investigati-on, health represents a posJ_tive state of physical and

mental well-bej-ng and a high level of function. It is defined as

a person's ability to adapt to biologic, psychotogic and social
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changes in a manner that arrows the individual to function at an

optimal level in his or her environment (Andreoli et al, 1983).

This interpretation regards health as something very specific and

concrete, a state in which the potential of the individuat is

d.eveloping in a balanced way (Salk, 1972). It is therefore

evident that hearth is not si-mply the absence of irrness nor the

function of professionar medical services and treatment. There is

rather a spectrum of informal and formal relationships and

institutions that are together responsible for the 'state of our

health', both individually and collectively (Glossop, 1985). The

ottawa charter for Heal-th Promotion defines hearth as "a resource

for everyday life, not the objective of living" and 'ta positive

concept emphasizing social and personal resources, as well as

physical capacities" ( International Conference on Health

Promotion, 1986, page 1).

Health promotion, therefore, is seen as a broad

conceptualization of the full spectrum of health services and

actj-vities and encompasses the means by which hearth is achieved

and maintained.

"Health promotion is the process of enabling

people to increase control over, and to improve,

their health. To reach a state of complete
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physical, mental and social well-being, an

individual or group must be able to identify and to

realj-ze aspirations, to satisfy needs, and to

change or cope with the environment"

(International Conference on Health promotion, 19g6

page 1).

rn this sense, hearth promotj-on incrudes the fostering of posit,ive

hearth habits, the acguisition of health knowledge, the adoption

of primary and secondary preventive measures, and even screening

and early detection of disease. rn this context, health promotion

extends beyond being the responsibirity of the hearth sector.

The selection of the arena or setting, in which strategÍes

are pranned to provide health promotj-on programs is a cruciar part

of the overarr hearth pranning process. Because hearth promotion

shourd be a constant and pervasive part of every person's rife,

its hearth-oriented activities are ress restricted to specific

health care delivery sites than are the disease-oriented

activities of traditional, curative medicine. Effective,

comprehensive planning for the implementation of health promotion

strategies, then, may have to recognize multiple sites as

components of the system. with the growing interest in hearth

promotíon, it is vital for any hospitar to examine whether in its
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particular setting it makes sense to get involved. This is a

force that isn't hospital based or hospital confined. Health

promotion programs will continue to gror{, and the issue ís who is

going to do it and who can do it most effectively. If the goal of

the health care system is to improve the health of the people it

serves, hospitals would appear to be a logical force in health

promoti-on and disease prevention (Jonas , Ig79).

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Seven Oaks General Hospital is an acute care, communj_ty

hospital that is contemplating its role in developing health

promotion programs as part of its service. delivery. This

investigation will serve as part of a data base in order to help

the hospital to crarify its rore, to determine service needs. and

to establish goals and planning directions in health promotion.

The Seven Oaks Hospital is an adult, active treatment general_

hospital incorporated as a legal entity on May 13, I9jO. In

January, 1981, it began to provide services to the public of North

Winnipeg. In the hospital's by-Ìaws, the objective of "the

promotion of educational activities which will improve the care of

the sick and J-njured, and to the maintenance of good and overall

well-being" (ARTICLE III, page 3) clearly indicates the hospital's
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commitment to health promotion. This is further refrected in the

hospita| s phirosophy statement "To promote generar heatth in the

community" (p. 1). rt further states that "the Board of Trustees

recognize that heal-th care extends beyond the four walls of a

physicar facirity, and consequentry wish to encourage invorvement

in the community" (p. 1). Health promotion planning would appear

to be a rogicar step in assisting the hospitar to reach its goals.

In spite of the opportunities presented to hospitals to

provide health promotion programs, it is not known where people

presently go to attend health promotion programs, why they make

those choices and what programs they see hospitals actually

providing.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

A telephone survey technigue wiII be used to survey adults

of households in the North area of winnipeg. The purpose of this

survey wiII be to:

1. Determine how the adult population of North

Winnipeg perceive health and health promotion.

Determine present behaviour patterns of maintaining

health.

2.
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3. Determine public knowledge of the hospital's

current involvement in health promotion.

4. Determine public perception of the hospj-tal's

possible role in health promotion.

5. Determine program preferences.

6. Determj-ne demographic variables.

STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES

This investigation was undertaken to test for the following

six hlpotheses:

HYPOTHESIS ]

Research Hypothesis: Adults show concern for thei_r heatth.

NuII Hlpothesis: Adults do not show concern for their health.

HYPOTHESIS II

Research Hlpothesis: The hospÍtal is viewed as being

involved in health promotion.

Null Hypothesis: Adults do not view the hospital as being

invol-ved in health promotion.
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HYPOTHESIS III

Research Hypothesis: Adult views of the hospital's

involvement in health promotion is

related to demographic factors.

NuII Hypothesis: There is no difference in the view of the

hospital's involvement in health promotion

a) between adult males and females

b) among different adult age categories

c) between adults of varying education

IeveIs

d) between income categories.

HYPOTHESIS IV

Research Hlpothesis: Adult participation in hearth promotion

is influenced by demographic factors.

Null Hlpothesis: There is no difference in participation in

health promotion.

a) between male and female adults

b) among different adult age categories

c) between adults of different educatj_on

Ievel-s

d) between income categories
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HYPOTHESIS V

Research Hlpothesis: Adults prefer to participate in health

promotion activities outside the hospital.

Null Hlpothesis: Adults have no preference for locatj-on when

participating in health promotion activities.

HYPOTHESIS VI

Research Hypothesis: The sources of health information for

adults are related to demographic factors.

NUII Hypothesis: There is no difference in source of health

information

a) between male and female adults

b) among different adul-t age categories

c) between adults with different education

IeveIs

d) between income categories

LTMITATIONS AND DELIMITATIONS:

One of the study's limitations is the voluntary nature of the

study which can bias the sample toward the health concerned

individuals. The limitations of the selected research design,

descriptive research, is that of lack of response. The telephone
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interview method itself may be a rimitation. The increased use of

telephones for surveys may ì-n fact have created a resistance

and/or disinterest within the public. There is also the risk of

Iack of desire to communicate accurately on the part of the

individuals contacted by telephone.

The study is delimited by the fact that the population is

defined by the hospital's primary service provision area. Results

of the study can therefore be generalized to those participants

only. Also, the interviews will be carried out in English. This

process risks the possibility of omitting data from non-English

speaking individuals which may differ. This is particularly

significant because the area bej-ng surveyed is multicultural in

nature. As weII. interviewing only one adult member of a

household assumes that he/she represents that household. That may

not be the case. The risk of misinterpretation of terms by the

interviewers must be considered. As well, incomplete

documentation and less than candid responses may be limitations.

To the extent that some people had moved or otherwise were not at

the designated number, or were unable to speak or understand

English, the investigation failed to make contact with a

representative sample. The fact that people with unlisted

telephone numbers or no teJ-ephones \^iere not reached would exclude

households at extremes of the socio-economic spectrum. The timing
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of the survey was such that families may have been on vacation.

This fact would tend to then eliminate the average to higher

income level categori-es.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS:

HEAITH: A positive state of physical and mental well-being and an
optimal level of functioning which empIhasizes social and
personal resources as weII as physical capabilities. (l{HO,
7984, Ottawa Charter for Health Promotion, 1986).

WELLNESS: Functioning oriented toward maximizj-ng the potential
of which the individual is capable. (Mullen, 1986).

DISEASE:

ILLNESS:

Physiologj-cal incapacity of the body which hinders or
threatens to hinder the achievement of personal goals
or the performance of social role tasks. (Baranowski,
1981).

Non-physiological incapacity of the person which interferes
with the fulfillment of personal e>çectations to perform
social role tasks (Baranowsk.i-, 1981) .

HEAI,TH PROMOTION: A broad term that encompasses the means by which
health and wellness is achieved and ideally, maintained;
j-.e. any combination of services or activities designed to
promote and maintain health and to reduce the occurrence
and severity of disease.
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CHAPTER IT

REV]EW OF LITERATURE

The review of the literature undertaken in this chapter

focused on various aspects of health, health promotion and the

hospitalsr roles in programming. These included sponsorship of

health promotion programs, current status of hospitals' role in

health promotion; factors that affect participation in health

promotion programs; participants of health promotion programs;

demographic factors; and the issue of sources of information. The

review revealed that very few reports of hospital based- programs

were based on empirical evidence. The Iiterature which discusses

hospital involvement in health promotion emanates primarily from

the United States. The information most frequently describes the

Iocation and content of those programs. The information provided

only a limited description of the population accessed by health

promotion programs. As welI, the effectiveness of hospital-based

health promotion programs was seldom indicated.

Yoder et aI (1985) conducted a study which documented the

extent to which persons engaged in health promotion and disease

prevention behaviours, and examined demographic and attitudinal
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variables associated with those behaviours. Health promotion and

disease prevention vlere differentiated by the absence and the

presence of health professionals respectively. The sample in this

study was a convenience sample of 104 emergency room patients.

The authors found that health was highly valued. Health promoti-on

and disease prevention behaviours were both significantly related

to age and living situation. Nearly everyone practiced disease

prevention behaviours; fewer practiced hea1th promotion

behaviours. Older individuals reported fewer disease prevention

behaviours (going to the doctor, dentist). Individuals were more

apt to go to the doctor than exercise or eat nutritiously in order

to be healthy. Health and Welfare Canada (1987) reported that

based on percentages, the majority of Canadians reported positive

health habits in the broadly defined self care category.

The popularization of physical fitness is the first step

toward learning the art of being weII. Citizens still possess the

j-Ilusion that personal health is only a matter of a clean, safe

environment, good luck, good meals and good doctoring rather than

it being one of good personal management (Chenoy, 7984).

Gunter and Kolanowski's (1986) findings supported the premise

that health status is correlated with age. The older persons

reported lower health status than younger persons. However, their

study involved a small nonrandomized sample and the volunteer
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nature of their study possibly biased the sample toward the

healthy elite within the group.

SPONSORSHIP

At present, hospitals compete with non-medical businesses

such as fitness centers and diet centers for a market share as it

relates to health promotion.

Hospitals themselves are largely uncertain as to their role

in health promotion. It is ironic that it is often easier to

convince business and industry of the value of health promotion.

Jones (1982) indicated from an informal guestì-onnaire that

business and industry have not always looked to hospitals for

assistance in settÍng up health promotion programs. In fact. it

was estimated that hospitals were contacted in as few as 10% of

the instances. Rather, companj-es have established programs in

conjunction with allied health professionals, health and fitness

centers or local groups. These companies are employing the people

from the community and these people may very weII interpret that

health promotion originates from locations/agencies other than

hospitals.

The public is going to diet centers, spas, and athletic clubs

i-n increasing numbers (Keenan, 7982). This is seen in the

increasing numbers of these centers being opened. The marketing
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of these centers has greatly exceeded any attempts by hospitals.

The Swedish Health Resources Inc. which was established in 1977 as

a separate corporation within a hospital did so in an attempt to

make an organizational distinction between rsickness' and

'wellnessr. The model developed in order to allow the staff to

work with the community to foster cooperative services and

relationships among individuals and institutions (Adamson et aI,

7919). This separation is but one institution's experience in

dealing with a traditional i-mage of a hospital. The traditional
j-mage of hospitals is still seen as care and cure (Burrow and

Smith, 1981).

Voluntary health agencies are actj-ve in promoting programs

such as heart health, birth defect prevention, smoking reduction,

cancer screenJ-ng and alcohol treatment. Many organizations,

service clubs, YMCAs, although not strictly health oriented, are

playing a growing role in health promotion through education and

organized activitj-es. The formation of sel-f-care and self-help

groups for diverse problems is further evidence of consumer

interest and sponsorship diversity.
rrA New Perspective on the Health of Canadians" (Health and

Welfare Canada, 1914) was the first modern government document in

the Western world to acknowledge that emphasis on only a
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biomedical health care system was not adequate. The document

indicated a need to look beyond the traditional hearth care system

if we wish to improve the hearth of the public. simirar reports

foll-owed from Britain in 1976, Sweden in 1982, U.S.A. in 1979 and

elsewhere (Hancock, 1985).

The World Health Organization strongly supports this move

away from the biomedical moder. The attainment of the social goal

of 'Health for aII by the Year 2OOO' is based on the recognition

that health is influenced by a complex of environmental, social

and economic factors which are related to each other (WHO , Igjj).

This goal does not mean a total absence of disease, but rather

egual sharing of the possibilities for health both in terms of

knowledge and resources. This holistic approach by the yforld

Health Organizatj-on calls for the efforts of other areas

(industry, education, housing, communj-cation) just as much as in

medicine and pubric health. Based on this rearization, the hearth

care strategy has three main components: a multi-sectoral

approach, community invol-vement, and appropriate technologies.

The growing emphasis on community health and community care

recognizes that local communities need not and cannot continue to

be dependent on institutions outside their own control to take

care of their health. This changing context for health, which
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ref1ects different possibilities and different values, is an

indicatíon of what is actualry happening and what the future wirl
probably be like. Robertson (1985) suggests three paths of

development: Business as Usual; Hyper-E>çansionist (HE); and

Sane, Humane and Exological (sHE). He suggests that the changing

context of hearth will be shaped by interaction and confrict

between these different visions. However, the most powerful

influence in shaping it will be a vision of a future in which

peopre take greater personar responsibirity for their own hearth

and develop their capacity to take more control of it; in which

the positÍve creation of hearth is given a higher priority; and in

which we perceive our ohrn personar hearth to be closely linked

with the health of 'the society, the environment, and the whole

planet'. It must be further recognized that in the absence of

appropriate incentives and healthy institutions only self

actuarizers are rikery to serf enhance (carlson, 1995). The need

for community involvement is further supported.

Ironside (1985) in her presentation to a public Health

conference j-n Toronto stated that surviving and thriving in the

future will depend on our ability to learn. This ability to

Iearn, both as individuals and as communities, is the richest

resource we have and it is a renewable resource. people's ability
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to learn about themselves, their bodies, their social environment

and about their roles as citizens - how to get an anti-smoke

by-Iaw. how to achieve safety in the work place - is central to

the concept of heal-th promotion. Health promotion must involve

citizen education and an understanding of the way in which to

influence events. Such artj-culation is rooted in learning for

empowerment.

CURRENT HOSPITAI PROGRAMS

There is inconsistency and variability in what

institutions define as health promotion. The concept of

wellness is often used synomously with disease prevention and

health promotion. The hospital health promotion programs

still tend to focus on three basi-c issues - nutrition, stress

management and physical fitness. However, these programs are

supplemented by programs in such areas as smoking cessation,

counsell-ing and education about life-styles (Ainsworth,

1984). The CHIP (Clinton Hospital Industrial Program) program

associated with the Clinton Hospital in Clinton,

Massachusettes is an example of a community outreach program

(Sheffield, 1978). The emphasis of that program is on health

education, prevention, and early detection of health

problems. The provision of the service occurred at worksites
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in the area rather than at the hospital. Specific programs

included first aid, cardiopulmonary resuscitation training,

blood pressure screening, cancer screening clinics, stress

management courses, stop smoking groups and flu vaccination

clinics. The effectiveness of worksite programs has been

noted. A small electronics firm realized an increased

business volume, fewer employee j-Ilnesses, shorter periods of

absenteeism, and improved employee morale when an incentive

bonus to stop smoking was initiated. (Fielding, 7982).

However, the role and responsibility of the hospital to

develop such programs must be understood.

Worksite programs are among the most rapidly growing health

promotion activities. particularly in the United States (Fielding,

7982). The Pennsylvania Country Health Improvement program (CHIP)

initiated fifty-eight health promotion programs during the first

three years (Felix et al, 1985). ft was noted that the largest

number of programs had involved the least demanding activity -

blood pressure screening, although two of these programs included

blood pressure monitoring. It also was found that the number of

programs increased with time.

Longe and Ardell (1981) found that wellness activities that

have been sponsored by hospital faII into five categories. The

first category includes festivals, fai-rs, clinics and simil-ar

events. These events tend to feature exhibitions of a hospital's
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equipment, programs and services; health risk appraisals and

illness screening; nutrition consultations; and testing of fitness

and stress levels. The second category includes structured

classes. These classes provide "how-to" information regarding

specific skilIs. The classes tend to be illness-based, offering

information on diabetes, hlpertension and low back pain, with some

focus on health enrichment, such as stress management. The design

of the classes tend to address very specific groups and groups of

persons with widely varying ages and knowledge levels. The third

category of programs includes support groups. These groups take

varying forms. 
.Some 

hospital programs offer activities which are

supportive of specific lifestyle goals like weight control or

jogging. Other support groups have taken the form of discussion

groups which enable individuals to support each other. Special

services make up the fourth category. This category includes a

vari-ety of resources, wrì-tten and human, which can be made

available. The fifth and most popular programs are related to

nutritional awareness, physical fitness and stress management.

These activities appeared to be perceived as the most enjoyable,

the most effective, and the most socially acceptable.

In 1970, the American Hospital Assocj-ation Health Promotion

Centre under the Directorship of R. Behrens reported that over

1-,2OO hospitals were providing employee health promotion programs

to local businesses. More than 2,OOO were offering wellness
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programs of some level to their communities (Brehens , 7919). In

December, 1981, the American Hospital Association surveyed

participant hospitals at a health promotion conference.

Responses were received from l-50 out of a possible 566.

Fifty-eight hospitals reported that they were providing health

promoti-on services, again particularly to businesses. The

programs were of three major categories - employee assistance

programs, occupational health services and wellness programs.

A parallel movement does not appear to be the case in the

Canadian hospital system. In February \975, Peat, Marwick and

Partners were commi-ssioned by Health and Welfare Canada to develop

a conceptual plan for health promotion in hospitals. This plan

received little attention. Follow-up contact by the authors to

provincial health associates in 1979 indicated that only two

provj-nces (Manitoba and Ontario) had initiated or were aware of

studies, surveys or reports relating to health promotion

activities within their provinces (Health and Welfare Canada,

1e7s).

It is obvious, the potential of the hospital in health

promotion has not yet been fully developed. However, enough

successful programs are in existence to justify designating the

hospital as an arena from which health promotion strategi_es can be

planned and implemented. In the United States, the Swedish
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Medical Centre, a 318 bed acute care general hospital in

Englewood, Colorado developed a wellness program referred to as

The swedish wellness centre. rt has become a resource centre that

is responsive to a broad variety of community health needs. The

centre offers a diverse and extensive program and works with the

community to foster cooperative services and relationships among

individuals and institutions (Adamson et al, 1919).

Other examples of hospital-based health promotion programs

include Health Strategies, Inc. and Health Aware. Health

Strategies, Inc. is a separate non-profit corporation of Wes1ey

Medical, a 798 bed medical centre servi_ng Wichita, Kansas. Health

Aware is a separate corporation of Toledo Hospital, a 751 bed

teaching hospital serving Toledo, Ohio and surrounding

communities. rt consi-sts of about twenty activities in such areas

as fitness, nutrj-tion, wej-ght loss, stress and smoking cessation

(Longe & Wolf, 7984).

Canad.ian hospitals which are involved in health promotion

vary considerably in the tlpe of programs offered. The Toronto

Generar Hospitar has a Fitness centre which provides programs such

as fitness testing, fitness classes, instructional classes and

hearth habit crasses. The North York Branson Hospital centre for

Health Promotion provides programs related to risk evaluation,
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smoking, weight control, fitness, stress, and diabetic education.

The Women's College Hospital Wellness Program in Toronto offers

nutrition classes, stress management, exercise classes, and other

Iifestyle activities. The Victoria General Hospital in Winnipeg

j-s a Manitoba hospital that is attempting a wellness program for

employees, patient and the communíty at large (Victoria General

Hospital, 1985 ) .

One of the features which is common to nearly every program

attempting to promote health is the beginning entry stage of a

needs assessment. This process provides an opportunity for a

decision to be made about the need for programs.

A National Survey of Canadian hospitals in 1980 showed that

339 hospitals had acti-ve wellness programs (Leicester et al,

1981). The programs tended to be staff-directed, patient-directed

and community-directed programs focused primarily on nutrition,

smoking control, and alcohol and drug abuse. The methods used to

promote health included audio-visual material (the most common)

with individual assessment and counsellÍng, Iectures and small

group processes being used almost as much. A more recent survey

of all Canadian hospitals was carried out by the Canadian Hospital

Associati-on in 1985 (Thompson et aI, 1986). The survey found that

hospitals did perceive health promotion to be part of their role.
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The community was least often the target for hospital-based

promotion programs. Hospitals concentrated on heal-th promotion as

it relates to their traditional role as healers.

The same survey of all Canadian hospital (1,166) in November,

1985 (Thompson et al, 1986) indicated that health promotion is a

higher priority for in-patients. In fact, 83 percent reported

this as a high or medium priority. Employee programs ranked

second (75 percent high or medium) with out-patients a close third

(73 percent high or medium). Only 15 percent of the hospitals

felt that health promotion was a high priority for the community.

This same study also indicated that there was a relatively high

Ievel of involvement in activities or programs that were related

to their present disease (602). OnIy 23 percent offered on-going

programs to help patients deal with risk factors not related to

their conditions, with another 37 percent offeríng this tlpe of

program sometimes. More than half of the hospital (52e") provided

information sessions for groups in the community. Of this number,

only 20 percent offered these programs on an ongoing basis.

Health advocacy, such as lobbying government for changes in

health-related issues, was an ongoing activity for only 11 percent

of the responding hospitals. It is interesting to note that

another 36 percent reported this activity on an occasional or rare

basis.
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The programs offered by the Canadian hospitals to outside

businesses and organizations ranged from nutrition counsel-Iing and

smoking cessation clinics to periodic health examinations and

screening programs (Thompson et aI, 1986). Some of these programs

were offered for a fee. The possibilíty of generating revenue

certainly may alter some hospj-tal-'s concern regarding program

implementation.

An example of program delivery which involved a cooperative

venture between a college and a health agency was the santa Teresa

Kaiser Program - Permanente facility (Deeds, 1985). The program

was called 'More Effectj-ve Living'. The classes dealt with a

variety of subjects dealing with daily problems of living. The

most popular courses \4rere in the areas of relaxation, weight

control, communications, stress reduction and anxiety, marital

problems and exercise.

Angus and Manga (1996) in their discussion of the need for a

rNew Perspective' indicate that there are projects/programs in the

priority areas of smoking, alcohol and drug abuse, nutrition and

dì-et, physical fj-tness, health risk assessment and more recently a

focus on safety, stress and mental health. There is also a much

clearer understanding of the need to target programs to children,

youth, women, Iow income groups, the elderly and native people.
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This same emphasis is being suggested by "Achieving Hearth For

Arr" (Hearth and welfare, 1996). whether the pubric perceives

this same priority j-s not certaj_n.

PARTIC]PANTS

The pubric's perception of hospitals tends to be approached

from the treatment perspective. whether attitudes and practices

would remain the same in regards to health promotion is uncertain.

worinsky and Kurz (1984) examined factors that peopre consider

important in choosing a hospital, as weII as their feelings

towards hospitars. Arthough it rerated to admission, the study

suggested that guality of service surpassed that of the price of

the service. As werl, the study indicated that attitudes of

respondents toward hospitals were, in general, negative.

In 1984 the Professi_onal Research Consultants, fnc., Omaha,

Nebraska and Hospitals magazine conducted . "rrrrr", of 1,000

consumers regarding which hospitar provides the best care. This

survey concentrated on nine service categories (emergency,

maternity, and cardiac care; day surgery hospitar care for women

and the elderly; cancer care; alcohol and drug treatment; and

psychiatric treatment). In general, consumers most able to

assocj-ate a hospital with a specific service have family
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physicians, have seen or heard hearth care advertising recentry¿

are former hospital patients, and work in the health care

i-ndustry. Those least able to assocj-ate the hospital with a

service incrude the erderly, si-ngJ-e individuars, those with less

than high school educations, and househord with annuar Íncomes

less than $15,000 (Powilrs, 1986). since hearth promotion has not

been seen as a hospitar service, associating hospitars with hearth

promotion may also be unlikely.

The learning behaviour of Canadians gives an indication about

needed structurar changes. The canadian Association for Adurt

Education (1980) commissioned a Galrup porl to assess the learning

behavj-our of canadians. The profire of the rearner that emerged

shows that one in five adurts participates annually in organized

educational- programs. Learners tend to have post-secondary

education, an income over $30,000.00 , be employed, be from a city

with over 100,000 people, and belong to a union. Men participate

more than women. "To be healthy is to be able to be flexible,

imaginatj-ve. to reflect - to learn" (Ironside, 1985, p. 35). Is

it reasonabre, then to assume that the profire of those who do or

wilr participate in hearth promotion activities will be simirar?

Klegon et al (1982) in their study on the acceptability of

Health Maintenance Organizations and outpatient clinics indicated
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that preferences for alternative delivery arrangements were

unrerated to specific demographic data which was inexpensive and

readily available. rnstead, preference for alternative delj-very

modes was related to attitudes such as satisfaction with the

regular source of care.

Jackson and Jensen (May, 1984) surveyed 1,000 consumers of

health care in regards to alternatj-ve services. only 23>" of those

surveyed had participated in hospital-sponsored health education

programs. The break down of figures included the fol_Iowing: 34z

of those between ages 25 and 34 had participated in some tlpe of

hospitar-sponsored hearth education programs, as had 18% of those

between 18 and 24, 20% of those between 35 and 44, and 14% of

those between 45 and 64. Those with education beyond high schoor

$rere more likely to have participated than those with less

education.

studies such as these would indicate that demographic factors

do influence participation in health care services. Once agaj-n,

whether this can arso be appried to parti-cipation health promotion

is uncertain.
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DEMOGRAPHTCS

Morris and Windsor (1985) telephone surveyed 4O2 adults.

between the ages of 20 and 69 years of age. The resurts of this

study warrant note, but caution about generalizabirity is needed

because a high proportion of the population was black. Female

respondents outnumbered men by a ratio of two to one. Females

more often than males responded to telephone interviewing in that

study on personal health practices of urban adults in Alabama :

Davis Avenue community study. This same study identified that

about one in four men and one in three women rated theÍr hearth

status as fair or poor. The order men and r¡iomen in the community

perceived themserves as being in poor or fair hearth. Morris and

wj-ndsor arso found that one j-n three of the respondents reported

that they were doing a fair to poor job of taking care of

themselves. Their data suggested that the older man or woman

tends to take care of his or her own health probrems first, more

so than the more educated, younger respondents. As well, a much

Iarger proportion of women than men (46 versus 29 percent)

reported that they worried a great dear about their health. This

same study suggested that 68 percent of the men and 79 percent of

the women were extremery positive about health promotion programs

such as exercisersmoking cessation, diet, stress management and
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weight contror. Two-thirds of those interested were wirring to

defray part of the cost.

Inguanzo and Harju (January, 1985) surveyed a stratified

random sampre of 1,000 geographicarry represented u.s. house-hords

in 48 states by random digit diating. They found that women were

responsible for making most health care decisions including which

hospitar or doctor. They arso found that income made a difference

in peopre's perceptions of hospÍtar services. Househord.s with an

annuar income of ress than $15,000.00 are reast abre to associate

specific services with a hospital.

Rynne (1985) also identified that women are the major

customers of hearth care services because they are the ones who

make the decisi-ons where to obtai-n hearth services for their

families.

strum (Aprir, 1984) indicates that women continue to maintain

contror of the famiry's discretionary health care dorrar and are

the primary purchasers of health care services. Women, in

general, use health services more than men do and they are

probabry the persons who see to it that the chirdren and male

counterpart get appropriate care.

fn a more limited focus in health promotion, Kleinman and

KopsteÍn (1981) showed evidence that women at the highest risk of
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cervical cancer according to age and socio-economic status have

the lowest rate of participation in screening programs. This

would imply that the problem lies in overcoming the age and

socio-economic factors which prevent participation.

It is the poor who live j-n dangerous environments. who lack

the necessities and amenities, whose work ís stressful and

unfulfilling, and who are isolated from sources of information and

encouragement (Buck, 1985). The elevated rates of death and

disability among the poor is a fact even in countries with

publicly financed health care (Forster, I916). Cassel (7916)

reviewed supporting evidence that envj-ronmental stressors, often

created by poverty, act to increase susceptibility to both

physical and mental diseases, as weII as 'unhealthy' habits.

Earthrowl and Stacy (7977 ) identified a higher utilization of

emergency care over planned diagnostic and therapeutic actions by

the poor. However, Rundle and Wheeler (1979) argue that this is

the case because the poor are often directed toward provi-ders who

do not encourage preventive approaches.

Inguanzo and Harju (1985) indicated that cost was not an

important factor to people when deciding on a hospital for

non-emergency care. The degree of loyalty to a particular

hospital varies. The people indicating the strongest loyalty
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included those over 55 years of age and wíth a household income

under $15,000.00. Those exhibiting a significantly low degree of

loyalty include those under age 25, college graduates, and with

household incomes between $25,000.00 and $40,000.00. The reasons

for preferences included good medj-cal care, proximity, tradition,

and doctor's recommendations. These factors may also apply to

preferences in health promotion if behaviour is assumed to remain

unchanged from health care to health promotion. Wechsler et aI

(1979) in their study of individuals of various socj_o-economic

conditions in the Boston area, found several differences.

Perceptions of their health status differed significantly.

Individuals of Iower socio-economic conditions were more likely to

view their health as fair or poor. As weII, higher socio-economic

individuals more often reported participation in physical activity

and reported attempts at having adopted healthier lifestyles.

Inguanzo and Harju (February, 1985) found that the relativeÌy

Iow importance given to hospital costs compared to factors such as

type of care \¡/as a nationwide attitude in the U.S. Variations do

exist in some segments of the population. As age increases, the

importance of costs increases, with those over 65 years exhibiting

the greatest concern. The more education a person has and the

higher the household income, the less the importance attached to
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cost. As well, males are less likely than females to attach

importance to cost when selecting services.

SOURCE OF INFORMAT]ON

Inguanzo and Harju (April, 1985) found that how consumers

receive health information is largely attributed to whether or not

the person had a regular family physician. Those more likely to

have a family physician were 55 years of age or older, female and

married. These individuals were more likely to regard the

physician as their source of information. On the other hand,

those least likely to have a physician were single, male and under

35 years of age. Those individuals relied on the physician to a

lesser degree. Opinions of friends and relatives was the major

source of information for 2'7 percent of the population. The

importance of newspapers as a source of information was

consj-stently low across aII segments of the population. As weII,

aII segments considered local hospital mailings as unimportant.

The segrment who most frequently considered such categories as

personal experi-ence, televlsion or radio as sources of information

were those households with an annual income of $40.000.00 or more.
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Nelson and Simmons ( 1983 ) in their study of primary care

centres found that people generally hold their personal physician

in high regard. This would make the physician an important source

in influencing health attitudes and behaviours of their patients

over the long term. Confidence in the source of information has

an impact on any attempt made to change and sustain behavioural

change (Mayer, 1982). A Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Company

survey in the U.S. (1978) found that a third of the respondents

felt that public service messages and publications of the American

Heart Assocj-ation, American Cancer Society and like organizations

were useful and relia-ble sources of information about health.

Even fewer believed what they read about health in newspapers and

magazines and saw on television. Government publications,

advertising and insurance company booklets were far down the Iist

of credible sources. Employers, unions, friend.s and neighbours

were at the very end. However, 70% indicated that their own

doctors would be considered useful and reliable sources even

though less than half of them indicated they were actually getting

much information about health. This of course refers to people

who see doctors. What about those who don't go to doctors because

they are 'well-r? Since hospitals are seen as representing doctors

or at least closely associated with doctors it would seem logical
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to give hospitals the same status and credibility (Cunningham,

1979) .

SUMMARY

Health promotion programs in which hospitals are involved

vary considerabry. Their variabirity is often crosery associated

with the acceptance of health promotion as a part of the health

care derivery system, as werr as how hearth promotion is defined.

The acceptance comes from government, the institution(s) and the

individuals.

Many programs which are labelleed as wellness or health

promotion in fact aim solely at the prevention of disease. The

terms and their modes of practice are intermingled creating

confusion for the public as welr as for hearth care practitioners.

Sponsorship of health promotion programs has tended to be by

fitness centres, voluntary agenci-es, spas and diet centres. The

ever increasing numbers of such centres and their extensive

marketing of the programs contests to their popularity. The

uncertainty of hospitals as to their role j-n health promotion has

deterred sponsorship of such programs.

The scope of hospital-based programs is still ljmited. The

programs provided vary j-n relation to the groups being targeted.
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The community is least often the target for health promotion

programs. The hospitals in the United States have had more

experience with health promotion programs and therefore, have

ventured further into community programs. The tendency has been

for hospital to concentrate on health promotion as it related to

their traditional rol-e as healers. The audience being the

patients admitted to the hospital.

Participation in hospital-based health promotion has

been identified based on partj-cipation in services

traditionally provided by hospitals. The literature suggests

that sex, â9ê, income and education most often influence

participation in health care services. The amount of

influence of any specific demographic factor varies

considerably.

The public's source of health information seems to be

primariLy from the physi-cian. The physician continues to be

a credible source. The literature suggests that the source

of heal-th j-nformation is influenced by age, sex, income and

education.
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CHAPTER II]

METHODOLOGY

RESEARCH DESTGN

This investigation was a descriptive survey. This design was

chosen because it would describe some aspects of the public's

perception of health promotion. The survey was a form of needs

anarysis. The initial phase of the needs anarysis was aimed at

determining current perceptions and behaviours of adurts sampled

by households within a defined area. This process aids in

determining what people are rooking for and the reasons underrying

their decision to take advantage of or to reject a service

(Ireland., 1977; Seaver, 1,911). Proponents of strategic planning

for hospitals have advocated this shift from product to consumer

orientation (Flexner & Berkowitz, 1981; Thieme et aI, ISBIì

Flexner, 1981). This concept calls for the effort to be spent on

dj-scovering the wants of a target audience and then creating the

goods and services to satisfy them (Kotler & Zaltman, 1983).

Murrer (1994) suggests that consumer surveys regarding hearth

promotion and maintenance for the healthy population do not

necessariry soricit stereotlpicar response which are berieved to

be due to limited knowledge, negative feelings, and lessened
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control of the purchase decision.

POPULATION

Seven Oaks General Hospital is a community hospital that

provides services to residents in the North End of Winnipeg,

Manitoba. Although it's clientele do come from other areas, a

defined catchment area is identified for the purpose of planning.

The target population for thi-s investigation was restricted to

that catchment area. The geographícal area is that identified by

Seven Oaks General Hospital- for service provision planning.

Although not defined in this way by the funding body (Manitoba

Health Services Commission). it is accepted for the purposes of

the hospital's planning base. The specific area (See Appendix A)

is bounded by Brookside Boulevard on the west, the Canadian

Pacific RaiI tracks on the south, the Red River on the east, and

the Perimeter Highway (#1-01) on the north. The population of the

area was estimated at 115,000 people, based on Seven Oaks General

Hospital figures (Annual Report, 1986).

The populati-on frame for the j-nvestigation composed aII the

adults in the catchment area who lived in households with

telephone numbers. Adult is defined as any person 18 years of age

or ol-der. Housesehold, is defined as a housing unit (house,
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apartment¿ group of rooms or a single room) which was occupied or

intended for occupancy, as separate riving quarters. There are an

estimated 40,000 household in the defined area (Stats Canada,

1981). This particular area is multicultural in nature, a

cultural mosaic of peoples represented by Ukrainian, polish,

Jewish, Phillipino, Asian, Oriental, Native Canadian and other

cultures to a Iesser degree.

SAMPLING PROCEDURE

Since the population from which the sample was selected was

Iarge, the formula for calculating sample size for large

populations was used (Sampling and Statistics Handbook For

Research in Education, Californj-a, 1980). The calculations were

based on having the sample proportion within 0.05 of the true

proportion viith an associated confidence of 0.90. The rationare

for this choice was in the interest of time and resources. Based

on a 50% response rate, a sample size of 542 households was

selected. Even though response rates to telephone surveys have

been as high as 12 - 14 % (Siemiatycki & Campbell, 1984¡ Groves &

Kahn, 1979; Frey, 1983; DeIIman, 1978; Roger, 1976), response

rates in health related surveys are uncertain. Therefore, 50% was

chosen to be on the si-de of caution-
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The sample was selected through random selection of household

phone numbers. The area of interest is represented by nine (9)

different three ( 3 ) digit prefix numbers. The four suffix numbers

were randomly selected from random digit tables listed in

"Sampling and Statistics Handbook Eor Research in Education: A

Technical Reference for Members of the Research staff of the

National Education Association and Its State and Local Affiliated

Associations", California, 1980. The prefix numbers were then

rand.omly selected. The January 1987 issue of "Who Called Me;

telephone directory (Manitoba Telephone System, 1987) was used as

a reference for discarding non-Iisted and nonresidential telephone

numbers.

At the time of the telephone contact with the household, one

adult was i-nterviewed.. Adult in this case was defined as an

individual who was 18 years or older. The adult, j-nterviewed was

restricted to the one who was English speaking. English speaking

meant that the individual- was able to converse, comprehend and

respond in the English language. Stats Canada (1981) indicated

that aboul 1O% of the population identified Engtish as their

mother tongue. It is assumed, however that a larger proportion

can speak and understand English.
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INSTRUMENT

The data were col-Iected through phone interview. The

interview schedule was developed for this investigation by the

author (Appendix B). The guides used for the deveropment of the

questionnaire included the literature reviewed, the Oakwood

HospitaÌ Survey (Lichter et aI, 1986) and the Durham Region

community Hearth survey (Durham Region District Hearth council,

r_e8s ) .

The face sheet recorded the phone number and the

interviewer's name. Similarly, information in terms of the date

and day of the interview, the time the interview started, the time

the interview terminated, and the number of attempts to reach the

househord vrrere recorded. The interview itserf started with

questions that related to the individua| s perception of hearth,

how he/she rated their health, and how important hearth was to

him/her. Literature indicates that men and women differ in how

they rate health (Morris & Windsor, 1985; Strum, April 1994).

Rating of hearth status also varies with age (Morris & windsor,

1985; Gunter & Kolanowski, 1986) and socioeconomic status

(Wechsler et al, 7979).

Questions relating to the individuals knowledge of and
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participation in activities for maintaining health followed.

Respondents were given an opportunity to indicate other activities

in which they were involved. As weII, they were asked whether

they saw the hospital providing any activities and where such

activities might be held. Information regarding where they heard

about such programs and whether they would attend hospital

sponsored programs was obtained. Inguanzo and Harju (Aprit, 1985)

suggested that an individual's source of information varied.with

âgê, income and sex. Klegon et aI (7982), however, indicated that

preference for alternative care was related to attitude such as

satisfaction with source of care rather then demographic factors.

The final section focused on demographic information.

Demographic data were limited to sex, age, educatJ-on and income.

The Iiterature suggests that females are the prj-me decision

makers in the area of health both for themselves and their

families (Inguanzo & Harju, April 1985; Strum, April 1984; Rynne,

1985; Inguanzo & Harju, January, 1985). This would suggest some

variation between sexes. Participation in activities aimed at

health maintenance appear to vary with sex (Kleinman & Kopstein.

1981; Canadian Association for Adult Education, 1980; Morris &

Windsor, 1985).
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Age is shown to be a factor in relation to participation in

as werl as perception of health promotion activities. The order

age group tends to have a stronger royarty to a hospitar ( rnguanzo

& Harju, 1985), and in fact look after their health needs (Morris

& windsor, 1985) but participate less in disease preventi-on (yoder

et aI, 1985; Gunter & Kolanowski, 1986). Jackson and Jensen (May,

1984) suggested that there was variation in participation for the

various age groups. In much the same way, both education

(Powills, 1986; Jackson & Jensen, May 7984; Morris & Windsor, Igg4

Inguanzo & Harju, 1985) and income (PowiIIs, 1986; Canadj-an

Association for Association for Adurt Education, 19BO; Kreinman &

Kopstein, 1981; Inguanzo & Harju, 1985; Wechsler et aI, 1979;

Earthrawl & Stacy, 7977) are factors in participation. Just as

these demographic factors are shown to infruence participation, so

do these factors influence people's wi-l-Iingness to pay for

programs (Inguanzo & Harju, February. 1985).

The interview schedute/guestionnaire was piloted on eighteen

(18) people from another area of Winnipeg. The conditions of

administration were the same as for the actual survey. The

purpose of the pilot was to review the guestions and the

directions/instructions for errors and crarity; to determine the

Iength of the guestionnaire; and to clarify the recording
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procedures. There was no difficulty with the pilot and only minor

wording changes were made.

Categories for rating the responses were based on categories

established by Longe and Wolfe (1984) (See Appendix C) as weII as

through eight (8) separate interviews of random individuals.

Content validity (the degree to which the guestions measured

the intended content area) of the interview schedule/questionnaire

was established by having the questions reviewed by a panel of

five (5) people. The panel of experts included individuals who

worked in or were familiar with health promotion. AII of the

individuals were adults who held a minimum of a Master's Degree in

related fields - Hea1th Education, Adult Ed.ucation, Health

Admini-stration and Socia1 Work. One of the panel members was

included in the target population.

DATA COLLECTTON

Four interviewers were involved in the investigation, the

investigator and three recruited individuals. The interviewers

were paj-d a stipend for their involvement in the survey. The

j-nterviewers were recruited based on the following criteria.
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The individual(s)

1. was an adult ( over 18 years)

2. had a minimum of high school education

3. had a good work history

4. was able to express him/herself well Ín English

5. had a genuine interest in people

6. had a pleasant telephone manner

1. had self discipline

8. was available for the time frame

The interviewers were trained using several training

technigues. These included home study, interviewing non-informed

respondents, supervised interview and an interviewer's guide

(Appendix D). The training included three (3) one and one half

hour ( 7 7/2) sessions plus the provisj-on of the interview

schedule/questionnaire and interviewer guj-de for self study. The

training agenda included the following topics:

1. presentatÍon of nature, purpose and sponsorship

2. dj-scussion of survey process

3. role of survey interviewer

4. profile of guestionnaire

5. i-mportance and advantage of following instructions
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6. how to read questÍons

7. how to record answers

8. how and when to probe

9. workj-ng on the phone

10. editing

11. reportj-ng to investigator

Inter rater reliability was achieved on the basis of 100%

agreement on demographic factor information and an 88% mean

agreement on the remâining questions (range 75 - 100%). This was

established on three ( 3 ) taped interviews. The rel_iability was

calculated for each question by percentage agreement with the

predetermined acceptable rating.

Each interviewer was given a list of phone numbers and

instructed to call them in the order listed. The interviewers

identified themselves as calling from Seven Oaks General_ Hospital.

The calls were made at various times of the week. The hours

included between 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Sunday through Friday and

between 10:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. on Saturday. These hours were

chosen to maximize the chance of finding an adult at home.

Studies by Vigdenhaus (1981-), Weeks et al (1980), and Fitti (1979)

supported the times chosen for this investigation. If the
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telephone was busy or was not answered, the interviewer was

instructed to carr back. The maximum number of tries was set at

three ( 3 ) . The interview was conducted in Engrish with onry one

adurt of a household. The interviews were completed during the

time frame June 11 - June 30, 7981. Due to the mul_ticultural

nature of the area, if language difficulty was encountered, an

English speaking person was requested or the caII was made at

another time when an English speaking person from that househord

was present. To control for interviewer effect several

precautions r¡/ere taken. These incruded centrar phoning and the

provision of the interview guide for reference. Fierd editing was

used arso. The interview schedure was edited by the intervj-ewer

immediatery after the interview and edited by the investigator

within forty-eight hours. During the survey period, sporadj_c

observations of interviews vJere made.

Every effort was made to encourage response. These incÌuded:

1. the time of the call - alternate arrangements were

made if the caII was inconvenient

2. the use of an introduction format

3. the length of the interview - the average time was

found to be about 10 minutes

4. the emphasis on the importance of the response
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5. the answering of common guestions - for consistency,

the responses to conìmon questions were available in

the intervj-ewer guide.

Since initial contact and follow up were by phone,

information from those refusing to respond to/participate in the

j-nterview was requested at the time of the initiar phone contact.

The information requested was limited to the reason for

refusal- and demographic data. Recognizing the decreasing

torerance of phone surveys, no further contact was made to those

who refused to participate. It was Ímportant to maj-ntain as

positive a rerationship as possible with the pubric by minimizing

the risk of antagonizing them. comparisons on demographic factors

were made between those refusing to respond and those responding.

A follow-up of non-respondents was made within a few weeks of

the initial survey. Non-respondents were defined as those

households where contact with an Engrish-speaking adult could not

be made during the initiar three attempts. contact of a sample of

the non-respondents $ras made by telephone. The same procedures

were used in surveying this sample as r¡/as used in the initial

survey. The telephone calls were made during the week of July 20,

r9a7 .
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The sample of non-respondents was selected by systematic

random sampling. The numbers of the households not responding

were ordered numerically, based on their original household

number. That population size (94 households) was not an exact

multiple of the sample size (13 households). Therefore, the

sampling interval was chosen to be the whole number immediately

below the ratio N or 94 or 7. Thus a unit/household telephone
;13

number was selected at random from among the first seven (7)

households in the frame. Random number tables from "sampling and

Statistics Handbook For Research in EducatÍon" (1980) were used to

select the first household telephone number. Then every seventh

household telephone number thereafter was selected until the

sample size of 13 was determined.

Comparisons were made between the non-respondents and

respondents to determine if there was a difference.

O'NeiI (1979) studied the bias introduced by

non-respondents in a general topic telephone survey in Chicago.

The findings indicated that non-respondents differed from

respondents in occupation, education, income, race country of

ancestry and housing status. The differences however, never
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exceeded 2.2 percentage points. He concluded that for most

general topic telephone surveys, the bias introduced by refusals

does not alter major findings. Even though this survey is more

specific in nature, it is assumed the differences wirr be simj-lar

and wiII not alter findings.

More recently, Siemiatycki and Campbetl (1984) used a similar

approach by comparing initial telephone respondents wíth aII

respondents participating in a 1974 health survey in Montreal.

The initial response rate of the telephone survey of 1,595 adurts

was J2.7e". This rate increased to 88.2% with mair and i-n-person

forrow-up. The researchers noted that when the initiar terephone

sampre was compared with the final sample, very few differences

were found.

Groves and Kahn (7979) reported response rates for nationar

telephone samples of 70.4 percent and of 74.3 percent for the

face-to-face surveys. rn general, response rates for face-to-face

surveys have been found to be higher than those for telephone and

mail surveys (Frey, 1983). In addition, al_l categories of

non-response tended to be higher for metropolitan areas. When

comparing the response rates for arl three methods, siemiatycki

(1979224I), using a regional sample, found rates of 70.3 percent

for mail, '73.5 percent for telephone, and 84.1 percent for
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face-to-face. Dellman (1978) and Roger (I916) provided ample

evidence for a similar distribution of rates.

Telephone surveys are increasingly being used in public

health research (Marcus & Crane, 1986). Telephone surveys have

become a viable alternative to the more costly mail out

questionnaire. The popularity of telephone surveys has increased

because of the increase in proportion of households with

telephones - from 81% in 1967 to 93% in 1981 (Massey, 1986).

Figures were not accessible from Manitoba Telephone. However,

Health and Welfare Canada ( 1987 ) indicated that about 3% of

canadians did not have telephones. Therefore it is estimated that

about 42 of the population may have been excluded.

DATA ANAI,YS]S

The data were coded and computerized for analysis.

Descriptive procedures were used to analyze the data. Frequency

distributions were used to profile the respondents and to report

response patterns in percentages. Differences between percentages

were examined using the chi square test. The chi square, a

nonarametric test of significane, was selected because the nominal

scale of measurement was used for responses on the j_nterview

questionnaire. The chi suare test of significance is appropriate
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for data using percentages or proportions (Gay, 1981). fn this

test the nuII hypothesis is assumed to be true, that is, there is

no difference between the groups being compared. The statistical

evaluatj-on of the null hlpothesis is based on an index that

compares the observed fequency with the expected freguency in each
2

ceII. The X statistic consists of the sum of the observed

frequency of each cell mínus the expected frequency for that ceII,

squared and then divided by each ceII's expected frequency. This
2

sum j-s then compared to the critical value of X at the

appropriate degree of freedom and desired level of significance.
2

If the calculated value of X exceeds the critical value the nuII

hypothesis is rejected.

The null hlpotheses were tested at a significance level_ of

0.05. This signifi-cance level of 0.05 was used to protect against

the high possibi-Iity of Type II error which could result Ín

abandoning or misdirection of a potentiarry preferred directj-on of

service for the institution. The large sample síze of 326

subjects also protects against the possibility of Type II error at

a 0.05 significance level. This level of significance still

allows for maintaining the maximum probability of a Type f error

at 0.05 which is reasonable for the purposes of this investigation
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2
(Gay, 1981). The critical values of X 0.05 were obtained from

'statistical Reasoning in Psychorogy and Education second Edition

(Minum, 1978).

The analysis of Hlpothesis I was based on the response to the

importance of health (#1). The analysis of Hypothesis II and

Hlpothesis III was based on the response to what the hospital

should be doing to promote health (#S¡. However, Hypothesis III

tested the significance of demographic factors (guestions #14,

#15, #16, and #17) in relation to what the hospital should be

doing. Hlpothesis IV analysis tested the significance of

demographic factors in relation to programs and activities in

which individuals were presentry participating (#5). The anarysis

of Hlpothesj-s V was based on the response to preference of

Iocation for programs (#10). Hllpothesis VT tested the

significance of demographic factors in relation to source of

hearth information (#7). The remaining data were sunìmarized to

indicate response patterns which further identified perceptions in

relation to health promotion and programs.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

DEMOGRAPHICS AND GENERAL FIND]NGS

The total number of household phone nunlcers selected for the

sample was N=542. Of that total, 71 household telephone numbers

were excluded due to the numbers being out of service, the numbers

having been changed, the persons reached being non-English

speaking individuals (Iess than 5%), or the persons reached were

not adults (ie. over 18 years). The sample for the survey

consisted of N=471 respondents. Three hundred and twenty-six

(326) of the sample responded, 51- refused to participate, and 94

were unable to be reached even after three attempts. The response

rate was 69.272. of the 326 respondents interviewed, 69.10% (222)

were female and 31.90% (104) were mal_e. This sex distribution

under represented males and over represented females when compared

with the distribution provi-ded by Stats Canada, 1981 (Males 47%,

Females 53% ) .

The age distribution of the respondents was similar to the

age distribution data from Stats Canada, 1981 for the region.
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Tabre r indicates the age distrÍbution provided by stats canada

(1981) as compared with the sample.

TABLE T: AGE DISTRIBUTION

AGE CATEGORY STATS CANADA STUDY SA}IPLE
( 1e81 )

L8 - 24 * 22.52 12.88e"

tt ao

I1.48

72.58

12.58

27.6

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65+

2r.8

73 .41

12.42

14.25

15. 5

x Stats Canada (1981) age category is 15-24 years
while the sample age category was 18-24 years.

The sample in this investigation was over represented by the

65+ age category and srightry under represented by the 1g - 24 age

category. The high percentage of order adurts may not be unusual_

in that Manitoba has the híghest number of order adurts in canada

(stats canada, 1981). A large number of the order adults may in

fact be concentrated in the area being studied.
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The distribution of the education revels of the respondents

of the sample suggests an under representation of the lower

education level. Table 2 compares the distribution of educational

levels between the population and the sample.

TABLE 2: DISTRIBUTION OF LEVELS OF EDUCATION

STATS SURVEY
LEVELS OF EDUCATTON CANADA (1981) SAMPLE

Grade School 24.63e" I7 .4BZ

* High School 43.2 59.45

* University 13.5 It .99

)k Other * * I8 .67 4 .5i

(Weighted N = 324)

* Includes that level of education wi-th or

without certification.

?ktr 'Other' includes trade certification or diploma

and any other non university educatj_on.
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The income categories of the respondents are compared to that

of the popuration in Tabre 3. stats canada (19g1) figures are

based on differentiar income revers for mares and femares. As a

result, the comparisons are based on different income categories.

The comparison indicates that the lower income category was under

represented in the survey sample.

TABLE 3: DISTRIBUT]ON OF ]NCOME CATEGORIES

STATS ** SURVEY
INCOME CATEGORIES CANADA SA],IPLE

( 1e81 )

o ooo 52.03% 28.122

10,000 - lg ,g9g 35 .67 30 .07

47.22* 20,000 + 1"2.3

(Weighted N = 296)

* Stats Canada, 1981 exclud.es femal_es

** Stats Canada, 1981 includes incomes from age 15

and up.
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The sampLe in this investigation is reasonably well

representative of the age distribution and educational level of

the population. The age groups 25 - 64 years were withín 4e" of the

actual distribution. The category 18 - 24 years was under

represented by about 10% while the 65 + age category was under

represented by about 6%. The sex distribution, however, over

represents females. This may bias the results somewhat. However,

the literature suggests that women make most of the decisions

related to the health issues in the family. As a result, this may

not influence the representativeness of the population in this

regard. That is, assuming that females also make decisions

related to health promotion. The degree to whichr the lower income

category is not represented makes the generalization of the

results tentati-ve. The effect of income as a factor influencing

health behaviours cannot be ignored.

Table 4 shows total respondentsr perceptions of their health.

The data in this table suggest that the respondents had a

favourable perception of their health status. These findings

mirrored those in Canadars Health Promotion Survey described in

the "Active Health Report Highlights" (Health and V{elfare Canad.a,

1987 ) .
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TABLE 4: PERCEPTION OF HEALTH STATUS

RATTNG RESPONDENTS Z

ExceIlent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

15

43

29

1,2

1

TOTAI 1OO

Respondents were asked what health meant to them. Five

percent of the respondents (19) indicated that they didn't know or

had not thought about it; 382 (l-49) indicated health to be a

generaÌ feeling of well-being; 22e" (85) indicated it to be the

absence of disease; and 23% (89) indicated that it meant being

able to perform usual activitj-es. The remaininq I2Z (46)

indicated that health meant other things such as livÍng a good

Iifestyle, enjoying life and longevity. This data suggests that

there is still a tendency to vJ-ew health in physical and

functional terms.

Responses to what respondents were presently doing to

mai-ntain their health were as foll-ows: 6% (35) of the
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respondents were doing nothing; 35% (219) were eating a baranced

diet; 31% (194) were invorved in some form of exercise; 1oz (61)

were getting adequate rest; ro% (61) were visiting their doctor

regurarry; and 9% (55) were involved in other forms of behaviour

(eg. not smoking, not drinking). OnIy 0.32% (2) respondents

participated in any form of crass-t1pe presentations rerated to

hearth programs. Responses indicate that exercise and proper

nutritional intake were the primary health-maintaining behavj_ours.

rt is interesting that visiting the doctor regularry was not as

freguentJ-y identified. This data suggests that the emphasj_s in

the media on 'Parti-cipaction' and nutrition may be encouraging

these behaviours over other behaviours.

ANAIYSIS OF SURVEY DATA RELATED TO HYPOTHESES

HYPOTHESIS I

Research hlpothesis (HR 1)

Adults show a greater concern for their health.

NuIl hygothesis (H01)

Adu]ts do not show concern for their health.
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As part of the questionnaire the subjects were asked about

the importance of hearth to them. The distribution of responses

is indicated in Table 5. An examination of the response

distribution indicates that the majority (90.18%) of the adurts

rated their health as very important.

The hlpothesis was tested with the chi square one variable

test at 0.05 significance (Table 5). The.critical value of
2

X 0.05 with 3 degrees of freedom is 7.81.

Since the value of computed chi (744.94) > 7.81, the null

hlpothesis was rejected. concern shown for hearth by adurts is

significant. Therefore, the research hlpothesis is supported.

TABLE 5: IMPORTANCE OF HEAI,TH

RESPONSES
RESPONDENTS
NZ

Very Important 294 90.18

Somewhat Important 29 8.90

Not Important

Don't Know

2 0.67

1 0.31
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HYPOTHESIS II

Research hlpothesis (HR2)

The hospital- is not viewed as

promotion.

being involved in heal-th

NuII hlpothesis (H02)

Adu1ts do not view the hospital as being involved in

health promotion.

As part of the questionnaire, the subjects were asked

what the hospital should be doing to promote health. The

distribution of responses is indicated in Table 6. An examination

of the distribution indicates that 3J.25>" do not know what the

hospital should be doing.

The hlpothesis was tested with the chi square

one-variabl-e test at 0.05 significance (Table 6). One

category, Iife saver programs, was excluded from the

calcul-ations because there were no responses in that

category. As well, the refusals were excluded because there

was only one refusal and this made up only O.2BZ of the
2

responses. The critical value of X 0.05 with 5 degrees of

freedom is 11.07. Since the value of computed chi (59.79) >

11.07, the nuII hypothesis was rejected. In this case, the

research hlpothesis could be supported and the assertion was
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made that adults do in fact believe the hospital should be

involved in health promotion.

TABLE 6: WHAT THE HOSPIT.AL SHOULD BE DOING FoR
HEAITH PROMOTION

RESPONSE CATEGORIES
RESPONDENTS
NZ

Hea1th Education Programs 52 14.57

Behaviour Change Programs 18 5.04

Wellness & Lifestyle Programs 39 IO.92

Self-Care Programs I 2.24

Other 64 Ii .93

Nothing 42 LI.76

*Don't Know 133 37.25

(* Response Category Excluded From the CHI Cal_culations)

Even though 37.252 of the respondents didn't know what

the hospital should do to promote health, 14.57% felt that

health education programs partÍcularly related to heart,

cancer, arthritis, diabetes and AIDS should be provided. The

behavj-our change programs identÍfied were primarily weight

contror. The welrness and rifestyle programs referred mostry
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to nutrition and physicar fitness. The 'other' category made up

r7 .93.¿ of the responses. The activities identified in the 'other'

category are detailed in Table A, Appendix E. Of note, is that

77.162 of the responses indicated that the hospitar shourd not be

involved in health promotion. The primary reason was that

hospitals shourd 'look after the sick' and any further programs

would only cost more money.

HYPOTHESIS IIT

Research hlpothesis IHR3]

Adult vj-ews of the hospital's involvement in health

promoti-on is related to demographic factors.

NulI hypothesis HO3

There is no difference in the view of the hospital's

involvement in health promotion

a) between adult males and females

b) among different adult age categories

c) between adults of varying education levels

d) between income categories

Subjects were asked to indicate what they thought the

hospitar should be doing to promote hearth. The distribution of

responses by sex, age categori_es, education levels and income
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category v/ere tabulated. The distribution of responses for these

demographic factors are indicated in Tabre 7, Tabre 8 Tabre 9 and

Table 10 respectivery. The hlpothesis was tested with the chi

square test of the independence of paired categorical variables at

0.05 significance. One category, Iife saver programs, was

excluded from the calculations because there vJere no responses in

that category. The refusals (10.282) were excruded from the

carcurations. Due to the row number of responses in some of the

cells and in order to meet the condition of having adequate

numbers in each of the cerrs; age categories, education levers and

income categories were combined. The combining of the age

categories was based on the ages frequently identified in the

Iiterature (Inguanzo & Harju, Apr. 1985, Feb. 1985; Zapka & Love,

1985; Kleinman & Kapstein, 1981; powills, 1986; Jackson & Jensen,

May, 1984; Morris & Windsor, 1985). The combining of education

revers was based on those of powirls (1986) and Jackson & Jensen

(May 1984). rncome cat.egories were based on the work of rnguanzo

& Harju (April, 1985 & Jan. 1985).
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TABLE 7: DISTR]BUTION OF RESPONSE FOR

THE HOSPITA.L I S ROLE IN HEALTH

EACH CATEGORY OF

PROMOTTON BY SEX

SEX

CATEGORY MALE FEMA],E

Health Education Programs

Behaviour Change programs

Wellness & Lifestyle programs

Self-Care Programs

Other

Nothing

Donrt Know

74

5

I2

1

28

19

35

38

13

21

7

36

23

98

Value of calculated chi (11-.60) < X 0.05 df6 (12.59)
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TABLE 8: DISTR]BUTION OF RESPONSES

HOSPITALIS ROLE IN HEA],TH

AGE CATEGORTES.

FOR EACH CATEGORY OF THE

PROMOTION BY (COMBINED)

RESPONSE CATEGORY

AGE CATEGORY

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

HeaIth Educati-on
Programs

Behaviour Change
Programs

We]lness & Life-
Style Programs

Self-Care Programs

Other

Nothing

Donrt Know

1074

?

7

0

T2

3

L4

4

9

1

15

6

31

6

10

1

16

9

17

3

6

2

11

5

I4

1

0

1

4

3

25

1

l

3

6

16

31

The val-ue of calculated chi (46.70) > X 0.05 df30 (43.j7)
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TABLE 9: DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES FoR EACH CATEGORY oF THE

HOSPITAI'S ROLE IN HEAI,TH PROMOTION BY INCOME

INCOME

RESPONSE CATEGORY 10,000- 20,000- 30.000_ 40,0oo_
<9,999 rg,g9g 29,999 39,999 49,999 >5O,O0O

Heal-th Education
Programs 11 ú 12 5 3

Behaviour Change
Programs64232

Wel-Iness & Life-
StylePrograms 5 13 9 j 2

Sel-f-CarePrograms 3 1 2 I O

Other

Nothing

Don't Know

121516115

1281150

413920131

2
Val-ue of calcul-ated chi (32.66) < X 0.05 df 30 (43.1j )
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TABLE 10: DISTR]BUTTON OF RESPONSES FoR EACH CATEGORY oF THE

HOSPITALIS ROLE IN HEALTH PROMOTION BY EDUCAT]ON

LEVEL

EDUCATION LEVEL
CATEGORY NONE Gr. 1-B Gr. 9-I2 UNTVERSITY

Health Education
ProgramsI42'/I7

Behaviour Change
Programs11106

Wellness & Life-
Style Programs O 4 25 9

Self-CarePrograms O 2 4 O

otherO24216

Nothing2T25].

Don't Know 3321914

2
The value of calculated chi (39.11) > X 0.05 dfl8 (28.97)

The difference in view of the hospital's role in health

promotion was significant only for age categories and

education revels (p < 0.05). sex and income categories were

not found to be significant. Therefore, the nurJ- hlpothesis

was rejected and the research hypothesis supported for only

the age categorj-es and education levels.
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Regarding the respondents knowledge of what Seven Oaks

General Hospital is presentry doing, 'lgz were not aware of any

hearth promotion programs. Twenty-one percent were aware of

programs but were only able to identify fitness, seniors classes

and self-he1p groups.

HYPOTHESIS IV

Research hlpothesis (HR4)

Adult participation in health promotion is infruenced by

demographic factors.

NuII hlpothesis (H04)

There is no difference in participation in health

promotion a) between male and female adults

b) among different aduÌt age categories

c) between adults of different education levels

d) between j-ncome categories

Subjects were asked to identify the programs/activities

rel-ated to health promotion in which they were presently

participating. The distribution of responses are indicated in the

foJ-Iowing tables: Table 11 (responses by sex), Table 12

(responses by education rever), Table 13 (responses by income

category), and Table 14 (responses by age category).
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The hypothesis was tested with the chi square test of

independence of categoricar variabres at 0. 05 significance. For

arr demographic vari-able there were no responses for the tife

saver program category and refusals, therefore they were excluded.

The age categories, education revels and income categories were

combined in the same manner and for the same reasons as in the

hlpothesis 3 testing.

TABLE 11: OF MALES AND FEMA],ES PARTTCIPAT]NG

OF HEALTH PROMOTTON

DÏSTRIBUTION

IN CATEGORIES

SEX
ACT]VITY CATEGORIES I,IALE FEM.ALE

Education

Behaviour

Wellness &

SeIf-Care

Other

None

Programs

Change Programs

Lifestyle Programs

Programs

1

3

34

U

13

56

3

7

49

4

15

150

Val-ue of calculated chi (9 .94 ) < X 0 .05 df 5 ( 11 .07 )
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TABLE 12: DISTRÏBUTION OF

HEAITH PROMOTION

PARTTC]PATION TN CATEGOR]ES OF

PROGRATIS BY EDUCATION LEVEL

ACTIVITY CATEGORY

EDUCATION LEVEL

NONE GR. 1-8 GR. 9-I2 UNTV.

Eduction Programs

Behavi-our Change
Programs

Wellness & Lifestyle
Programs

SeIf-Care Programs

Other

None

2051

3039

18

L23

z
<XThe value of calculated chi (18.80) 0.0s dfls (25.00)
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TABLE 13: D]STR]BUT]ON OF PARTIC]PATION IN CATEGORY oF

HEAITH PROMOTION PROGRÀMS BY INCOME CATEGORIES

INCOME CATEGORIES

ACTTVITY CATEGORY 10,000- 20,0oo- 30.000_ 40,000_
<9 ,999 19 ,999 29 ,999 39 ,999 49 ,9gg >50 ,000

EducationPrograms 1 O I 2 O O

Behavi-our Change
Programs324OOl

Wellness & Life-
Style Programs 71 27 16 9 5 4

Self-CarePrograms 2 O 1 0 0 O

Other

None

875520

5854422342

2
The value of calculated chi (26.82) < X 0.05 df25 (37.65)
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TABLE 14: DISTRIBUTION OF

HEAITH PROMOTION

PARTICIPATION IN CATEGORTES OF

PROGRÄMS BY AGE CATEGORTES

ACTIV]TY CATEGORY 18-24

AGE CATEGORY

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65+

Education Programs

Behaviour Change
Programs

Wel-Iness & Life-
Style Programs

Self-Care Programs

Other

None

2',

3

2I

1

5

I4

J

26

0

11

36

3

16

0

4

35

1

5

1

1

34

4II

o2
16

34 51

2
The value of calculated chi (61.84) > X 0.05 df25 (37.65)

The difference in participation in health promotion

program/activities was significant onry for age categories

(p < 0.05). Sex, education level and income categorj_es were

not found to be significant. Therefore, the nulr hypothesis

was rejected and the research hlpothesi-s supported onry for
age categories.
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The subjects who do participate in programs/activities

related to health promotion do so independently. That is, 46<

participate in self initiated activities. These are primarily

exercise activiti-es. Eighteen percent participate in government

agency sponsored programs and 25% particj_pate in private

organization sponsored programs. only 5% participate in volunteer

agency sponsored programs and less than 1% participate i_n any

health promotion programs sponsored by the hospital.

The manner in which the subjects found out about the programs

was primarily through brochures (19.48 %) newspaper (16.67e"), by

word of mouth (5.26%), televísion (14.462), and other (14.062).

The 'other' category was primariry through their own initiative,

or through posters at places they freguent. The reast identified

source of communicating what programs were available was the radio

(4.82e") .

HYPOTHESIS V

Research hypothesis (HR5)

Adurts prefer to participate in hearth promotion activities

outsj-de the hospital.
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NUII hypothesis (HOS)

Adurts have no preference for location when participating in

health promotion activj-ties.

As part of the questionnaire the subjects were asked about

their preference for rocation of health promotion programs. The

distribution of responses is indicated in Tabte 15.

The hlpothesis was tested with the chi square one-variabre

test of 0.05 signi-ficance. The one refusal which made up onry

0.392 of the responses was excruded from the carcurations.

Since the value of calcul_ated chi (65.09) exceeded the
2

critical varue (x 0.05 df3 = 7.81) the null hlpothesis was

rejected. Preference for location of health promotion is

significant. Therefore, the research hlpothesis is supported.
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TABLE 15: LOCATION PREFERENCE FoR HEALTH PRoMoTIoN

ACTIV]TIES

ADULTS
LOCATION N

At the Hospital

In the Community

Either

Don't Know

59 23.23

I01 42.13

10 21 .56

L7 6.69

Even thoush 6.69% didn't express an idea as to which rocation

they wourd prefer and 2'7.562 did not have a preference for either,

nearly harf (42.73>") of the 254 respondents indicated a preference

for programs to be in the community. rt is interesting to note

that when respondents were asked whether they wourd attend

programs held at the seven oaks General Hospitar 3g% indicated

they would, and 35% indicated they would not and 27% were

uncertain. The primary reason for not attending programs at the

hospitar was a rack of interest or desire and other resources met
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their needs. When asked whether they would attend hospital-

sponsored programs in the community 40? indicated 'yes', 3OZ

indicated 'no' and 30% hrere uncertain. Reasons for not attending

remained the same.

The location of choice in the community were cornmunity cl_ubs

(35.95%), schools (27.I92), and other health centres, and sports

complexes. The rocations least identified were church (1.51%) and

the workplace (0.912). No preference for l-ocation in the

community was 7.55%.

HYPOTHES]S V]

Research hypothesis (HR6)

Adult sources of health information are related to

demographic factors.

NuII hlpothesis (H06)

There is no difference in source of health information

a) between male and female adults

b) among different adult age categories

c) between adults with different education levels

d) between income categories
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Subjects were asked to identify their present source of

hearth information. The distribution of responses are indicated

as follows: responses by sex in Table 16, responses by age

category in Tabre 17, responses by education rever in Table 19,

and responses by income category in Table 19.

TABLE 16: SOURCES OF HEAI,TH INFORMATTON AS ]ND]CATED

BY MAIES AND FEMALES

SEX

SOURCE OF INFORMAT]ON MALE FEMA],8

Doctor

Print Media

Radio

Tel-evision

Magazines

Pamphlets/Brochures

Friends/Relatives

Formal Presentations

Other

None

43

26

11

2I

18

11

10

1

I2

i-1

r22

45

72

34

36

31

13

I2

2T

11

2
(16.77) < x 0.0s df10 (18.31)The value of calculated chi
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TABLE 17: SOURCE OF HEAI,TH INFOR],ÍAT]ON BY AGE CATEGORY

SOURCE OF ]NFORI,IATION 18-24

AGE CATEGORY

25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 +65

Doctor

Print Media

Radio

Televisi-on

Magazines

Books

Pamphlets,/Brochures

Friends/Relatives

Formal- Presentations

Other

None

1B

8

2

4

4

3

1

9

4

7

4

29

15

6

16

18

U

I2

4

4

13

5

22

13

3

5

13

9

9

3

3

3

4

22

1

3

10

1

5

6

4

1

3

1

27

11

4

7

6

3

4

1

1

3

¿

46

7l

5

13

6

7

4

2

n

4

5

2
The value of calculated chi (65.88) < X 0.05 df50 (67.50)
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TABLE 18: SOURCE OF HEAITH ]NFORMATION BY EDUCATION LEVEL

SOURCE OF INFORI4ATION NONE

EDUCATION

GR. 1-8 GR.

LEVEL

9-72 UNIV.

Doctor

Print Media

Radio

Television

Magazines

Books

Pamphlets/Brochures

Friends/Relatives

Formal- Presentations

Other

None

^

1

0

1

n

0

U

0

ft

0

1

31

11

5

L2

3

5

2

2

n

6

I1,

91

38

15

31

34

27

24

11

l

15

13

27

16

3

1

I4

7

15

9

5

10

3

2
The value of cal-culated chi (39.93) < X 0.05 df3o (43.j7)
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TABLE 19: SOURCE OF HEALTH INFORMATION By INCOME CATEGORY

SOURCE OF

TNFORMATION
10,000-

<9,999 19,ggg

INCOME CATEGORIES

20,000- 30,000- 40,000-
29 ,999 39 ,ggg 49 ,ggg >50, oo0

Doctor

Print Media

Radio

TeIevsi-on

Magazines

Books

Pamphlets/Brochures

Friends/Relatives

Formal Presentations

Other

None

49

15

4

15

11

10

9

6

4

1

t1

49

20

4

11

11

oO

74

7

3

o

o

28

1l

5

10

I7

6

6

6

1

I2

3

15

11

5

9

9

6

Õ

1

4

2

2

5

2

2

4

2

2

2

1

U

0

0

2

2

0

1

1

0

U

0

2

0

0

2
The value of calculated chi ( 56. 83 ) < X 0.05 df 50 ( 65.70 )
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The hlpothesis was tested with the chi square test of

independence of categoricar variabre at 0.05 significance. There

vrere no refusals, thus refusals were excluded from the

carcurations. For the age, education and income variaJrres, the

categories were combined in the same manner and for the same

reason as previously indicated.

The source of health information was not significant for sex,

âgê, education revel nor income. Therefore, the nurr hlpothesis

for all demographic factors was accepted. The research hlpothesis

courd not be supported and the assertion made that the source of

health information is not rerated to these demographÍc factors.

Multipre sources of hearth information were identified
(Figure 1). The most common sources of health information were as

follows: doctor ( 30.78%) , print media (73.25%) , television

(70.262) and magazines (i.e. chateraine, Readers Digest) (10 .oiz).

The other sources mentioned as the sources of hearth information

each have ress than a 7 percent frequency of response. The tlpe

of information provided tended to be of a generar nature. Disease

specific (19.10%) and treatment oriented (2r.44>") information was

identified as being provided by the doctor whire prevention,/

promotion (23.92) and general health information (other = 19.32)

was provided by television and written materials. Radio served as

a source for some subjects as well.
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Fj-gure 1:

Doctor

Print Media

Television

Magazines

Pamphlets/
Brochures

Books

* Other

Radio

Friends/
Relations

None

FormaI
Presentations

PERCENTAGE UTILIZING

HEALTH INFORMATTON

VARTOUS SOURCES OF

30 .78%

13.25 e"

510152025

PERCENTAGE RESPONDTNG

( * Others Includes Private Organizations, Workplace, & Hospital)

402(30

l-l i .B4z

b. 5JU

[l 4.roe"

I 2.432
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when asked what specific kinds of health programs respondents

would be interested i-n participating, 27>" of the respondents (10g)

indicated they were not interested in any programs at this time.

Thirty-five percent (139) identified lifestyre and welrness

programs, namery some form of exercise and nutrition. sixteen

percent of the respondents (63) identified educational programs on

a varj-ety of diseases (heart, cancer, ArDS) as well as chird care.

Thirteen percent of the respondents ( 5 ) indicated an interest in

behaviour change programs such as weight loss. smoking cessation

and stress management. The other categories were identified by

Iess than 62 of the respondents.

over half of the respondents who were interested in hearth

programs (54e") preferred that the programs be herd in the evenj_ng.

Afternoon was preferred by 16% of the respondents (39) and these

were primariry young mothers who arso identified a need for child

care. Ereven percent of the respondents preferred earry morning

because their pref erence r¡Ias some form of exercise. other t j_mes

were identified as preferred times due to individual

ci-rcumstances.

The respondents who were interested in heatth programs viere

primariry prepared to pay the cost of the programs (29% totat]_y;

33% partialry). Twenty percent were not prepared to pay, whire
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19% were uncertain. Those who were prepared. to pay for part of

the cost identified harf the cost as a reasonabre personar

commitment.

ANAIYSTS OF REFUSAIS:

Fifty-one (51) subjects in the sampre refused to participate

in the telephone interview. Twenty-four percent (12) provided

demographic information: 3 males and 9 femares. seventy-six

percent (39) refused to provide any further information: 14 mares

and 25 females.

The age distributi-on of the subjects who refused to

participate but provided demographic information r¡/ere as follows:

IJ>" of the subjects (2) were IB - 24,25>o (3) were 35 - 44, 5g%

(7) were 65 and over.

, Education revels of the subjects who refused to partícipate

were provided by only nine of the respondents. Forty-four percent

of the subjects (a) had attended or compreted grade school (grade

1 - 8), 442 (a) had attended or compreted high schoor (grade 9 -

12), and 11% (1) had attended or completed university.

subjects who refused to participate provided information

concerning income in only eight interviews. Sixty-two
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percent of the subjects (5) had individual incomes of $9,999 or

less; 13% (1) had incomes of g1O,O0O - 919,999; 13õ (10) had

incomes of $20,000 - $29,999; and 13% (1) had incomes of $40,000 -

fi49 ,999.

The sampre of subjects who refused to participate but who dÍd

provide demographic data is not adequate to determine whether they

are in any way demographicarly simi-rar to the sampre that did

participate. However, the Ínformation provid.ed wourd. tend to

suggest that those who did refuse were order, had rower incomes,

and had less education.

The reasons given for not participating varied among the

subjects. Thirty-three percent of the subjects (17) simply

refused to give any reason and hung up the telephone; 51% (26)

were not interested and did not rike telephone suïveys; and 16?

(8) had no time to spend on the telephone.

ANAIYSÏS OF NON-RESPONDENTS:

Non respondents were defined as those household numbers where

contact with an English-speaking adult could not be made during

the initiar three attempts. The sample size serected from the

non-respondent househords was 13. one househord telephone
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number was not a working rine, therefore the finar sample size was

twelve (12) househord numbers. six (6) respondents were

eventuarry obtained. The response rate was 50% which was lower

than the response rate of the original sampre. There were no

refusars. There was no response from the remaj_ning six househol_d

terephone numbers even after three separate attempts. of the six

respondents interviewed, 6iz (4) were femare and 33% (2) were

mare. This distribution is simil-ar to that of the ori_ginal

sampJ-e.

The age distribution of the respondents was not represented

by the 45 to 54 and the 55 to 64 age categories. Thirty-three

percent of the respondents (2) were rg - 24; riz (1_) were 25 - 34;

r1e" (1) were 35 - 44; and 332 (2) were 65 and over. The 18 to 24

and 65 and over age categories were over represented.

Education levels of the respondents were as folrows: rl% of

the respondents (1) had attended or compreted grade schoor (grade

1 - 8) and 832 (5) had attended or compreted high school (grade

9 - L2). The other education rever-s were not represented.

rncome l-evers of the respondents were as forlows: 33g" of the

respondents ( 2 ) had individuar incomes of $9 ,999 or ress; 50% ( 3 )

had incomes of $10,000 to $19,9g9 and 17? (1) had incomes of

$20,000 to $29,999. The higher income revels were not represented.
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The demographic difference between this sampre and the

originar sample may be related to the time of the survey. The age

category and income revel-s of those not represented may be

accounted for by the fact that these househords may have been on

summer vacation.

The responses of this sample of non-respondents pararrered

those of the originar sampre. Alr of the respondents rated their
health as very important. Arr rated their health as good, very

good or excel-rent. The responses regarding what hearth meant to

them indicated a simi]ar distribution. Most of the respondents

did exercise and ate a balanced diet to maintain their health.

only one participated in a formar program and that was privately

sponsored. Television was the primary source of informatj-on about

the programs. The doctor was the main source of information (61%)

and the information tended to be disease specific or very general

in nature. only one (1) person was aware of any existing programs

at the seven oaks Generar Hospital. The majority did not know

what a hospital shourd do to promote heal-th. However, arl would

consider attending hospital-sponsored programs that were held at

the hospitar or in the community. The community cl_ub tended to be

the preferred rocation in the community. The tlpe of programs

preferred were weight contror and information regarding heart and
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cancer. Evening was the pref erred time and arl_ \^/ere prepared to

pay the total cost of the progra¡n(s).
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CHAPTER V

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

DISCUSSION

The purpose of the investigation was to determine a

community's perception of one hospital's role in health

promotion. A form of needs assessment was carried out in the

geographicar area served by the seven oaks General Hospitar. This

descriptive study investigated the adurt popuration's perception

of hearth and health promotion; their present behaviour patterns

of maintaining heal-th; their knowredge of the hospita|s current

involvement in health promotion; their perception of the

hospital's possible role in health promotion; their program

preferences; and their demographic variables.

The investigation invol-ved 542 adults from household selected

by random serection of househord terephone numbers. one English-

speaking adult was interviewed per household. The interviews were

administered by terephone by serected and paid interviewers.

Three attempts were made to contact an adurt in the household.

The interviews were carried out during June and JuIy, 19g7.

The guestionnaire used was deveroped for thi-s investigation.
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rt was piloted on a group of peopre from another area of the city.
The content validity was estabrished by having the guestj_onnaire

reviewed by a paner of experts. The categories for rating the

responses were based on established categories and by interviews

with random individuals.

The finar sampre surveyed was N = 47r respondents with a

response rate of 69.21-2. This sampre uras reasonabry werl

representative of the age distribution and educationar rever of

the population. The sex distribution over represented females and

the income categories under represented the rower income group.

The folrowing section outlines the summaries of the findings

in relation to the six (6) major hlpothesis estabrished.

HYPOTHES]S 1

Research Hlpothesis: Adul-ts show a greater concern for their

health -

Nurr Hlpothesis: Adurts do not show a greater concern for

their health.

2
The null- hypothesis uias rejected (x 0.05 df3 = J44.g4 >

7.81), therefore, the research hlpothesis is supported.

The greater concern for heatth indicated by the respondents
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is consistent with the general increasing public concern

regarding health and health care services. The significantly

greater concern may be infruenced by the high proportion (86%) of

the respondents rating their health as excellent, very good or

good. The meaning of hearth to the respondents is very individuar

and the perception of health is influenced by one's cultural

belief system. Therefore, the varied responses may be a

refrection of the multicurtural nature of the sample. However,

health continues to be viewed primarily from a physical and

illness/wellnes s perspective .

HYPOTHESIS II

Research Hlpothesis: The hospital is not viewed as being

involved in health promotion.

NuIl Hlpothesis: Adults do not view the hospital as being

involved in health promotion.

2
The null hlpothesis was rejected (x 0.05 df5 = 58.19 > IL.O7).

The research hypothesis can be supported and the assertion made

that adults believe that the hospital should be involved in

health promotion.

Seventy-nine percent of the respondents were not ar¡jare of any
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health promotion programs at the seven oaks Generar Hospitar. The

21? who vlere aware of programs , identifj-ed the fitness program

702 of the time. The fitness program is sponsored by the parks

and Recreation Department and the space is provided by the

hospital. Awareness of this specific program would suggest that

it had more advertising within the community. The increased

advertising may be related to its sponsorship. Hospitars have not

been i-nvol-ved or have not seen the need to be invorved in

advertising their servi-ces. The care/cure role does not

necessitate advertising while health promotion has to be marketed.

HYPOTHESIS ITT

Research Hypothesis: Adult views of the hospital's

involvement in health promotion is

related to demographic factors.

Nurr Hypothesis: There is no difference in the view of the

hospital's Ínvolvement in health promoti_on

a) between adul-t males and females

b) among different adult age categories

c) between adults of varying education

levels

d) between income categories.
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The difference in the view of the hospital's role in

health promotion was significant only for age categories

22
(x 0.05 df30 = 46.10 > 43.ij) and education levels (x 0.05

df18 = 39.11 28.87). Therefore, the null hypothesis was

rejected and the research hlpothesis supported for onry the

age categories and education levels.

Thirty-seven percent of respondents did not know what the

hospita|s rore shourd be in health promotion. These respondents

were primarily in the 35 - 44 and 55 - 64 age categories. yet the

findings of Powilrs (1986) suggest that the erderry were reast

abre to associate a service with a hospitar. The hospita|s role

in health promotion varies significantty with age of the

respondents. The 65 and over age categories tended to see the

hospitar as not being invol-ved in hearth promotion. serf-care

programs tended to be identified more frequentry with increasing

age. This is consistent with the findings of Morris and vriindsor

(19e5) which suggested that the order adults tend to participate

in those activities that focus on their own hearth first. The

rife-saver programs were not identified by any of the age gïoups.

The 'otherr category was most frequently ídentified.

The programs suggested incruded various means of increasi-ng
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ai^iareness about health. This included pamphlets displays, posters

and crasses - both in the hospitar and in pubric pl_aces. rt is
interesting that even though this was freguently identified by the

respondents, onry 8% actuarry used pamphlets as a source of

information. crinics of various types \¡Iere suggested. The 25 -

34 and 35 - 44 age categories identified that hospital-s could

promote hearth in the schoors and provide various programs for the

youth. Hearth education programs were equatly identified by arr

age groups. The tlpes of hearth education programs incruded

cancer, heart disease, arthritis, hlpertension and ATDS. well_ness

and l-ifestyre programs were identified 11% of the time. These

incruded various forms of physical exercise and nutrition.

Although identified by most age categories. the 55 - 64 age

category did not identify it as a rore. The behaviour change

programs incl-uded weight contror and stress management and was

identified mostry by the age categori-es berow 54 years of age.

The leve1 of educatj_on of the respondents was also

significant in reration to the hospita| s rore in hearth

promotion. The respondents with University education identified a

greater rore for hospitars in hearth education programs. This is
supported by the finding of the canadi-an Association for Adult

Education (1980) which suggests that peopre with post-secondary
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education have a greater propensity to continue to rearn. This

may incrude rearning about ones health and how to maintain it.
Those with erementary education (Grade 1 - B) tended to identify
the 'other' category more frequently. These again included

pamphlets, disprays and crasses. sex and the category of income

of the respondents were not significant in reration to the

hospital's role in health promotion

HYPOTHESIS TV

Research Hlpothesis: Adult participation in hearth promotion

is infl-uenced by demographic factors.

Nurr Hypothesis: There is no difference in participation in

health promotion:

a) between maÌe and female adults

b) among different adult age categories

c) between adults of different education

Ievels

d) between income categories

Participation in hearth promotion activities was found to

be not significant with the sex, education rever and income

categories of the respondents. The onry demographic factor

that was significant was the age category of the respondents
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(x 0.05 df25 = 61.84 > 37.65) Therefore, the nurl hypothesis was

rejected and the research hlpothesis supported onry for age

categories. This would seem to suggest that energies avairable

vary with age as may the state of health.

sÍxty-one percent of the respondents were not invorved in any

health promotion activities at the time. The reast invorvement in

hearth promotion was indi-cated by the age categorj-es 45 - 64

years. The 25 - 34 age category \¡/as most freguentry involved in

health promotion activÍties. These activities tended to be

welrness and rifestyre programs which included physical exercise

and nutrition. The other age categories that did participate

tended to favor the same types of programs. Lifesaver programs

were not identified by any of the age categories. They may not be

associated with the idea of health promotion. self-care and

behaviour change programs were identified to a lesser degree by

all categories. This freguency of participation of the various

age categories is consistent with Jackson and Jensen (May, 19g4)

for onry the 25 - 34 age category which participated the most

frequentry. Personar motivational factors may in fact be greatest

in that age category. As werr, pubricity may be geared to or at

least is internalized by that particular group.
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HYPOTHESTS V

Research Hlpothesis: Adurts prefer to participate in heafth

promotion activities outside the hospital.

Nulr Hlpothesis: Adults have no preference for rocation when

participating in health promotion

activities

2
The nuII hlpothesis was rejected (x 0.05 df3 = 65.09 > 7.g1)

and the research hlpothesis is supported. Thus, preference for

rocation of hearth promotion programs/activities was found to be

significant. The preference for rocation of hospital-sponsored

programs was in the community. The generar consensus of the

respondents seemed to indicate that the location in the community

be accessible and convenient.

How the respondents came to know of the programs varied

considerably. Primarily the information about the programs was

found I-n brochures, from other individuars, from the newspaper or

from the terevision. This wourd suggest that severar forms of

advertising of programs would be preferable.

HYPOTHESIS VI

Research Hypothesis: The sources of health information for

adults is related to demographic factors.
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NuJ-l Hypothesis: There is no difference in source of health

information.

a) between male and. female adults

b) among different adult age categories

c) between adults with different education

Ievels

d) between income categories

The source of health information was not significant for sex,

âgê, education level nor income. Therefore, the null hypothesis

for arr demographic factors vras accepted. The research hypothesis

courd not be supported and the assertj-on made that the source of

hearth information j-s not rerated to these demographic factors.

Health informati-on is obtained from the doctor 31% of the

time. This is similar to the findings of Inguanzo and Harju

(Aprit, 1985) which was 45%. The source of information was not

significant for any factors - age, education, sex or income. Even

though onry 10% of the respondents indicated that they visited

their doctor as a lvay of maintaining hearth, the doctor was stilr

seen as an important source of hearth information. This wourd

suggest that doctors are seen as credible sources of information

and therefore have a vital rore to play in hearth promotion. Less

than one half of one percent of the respondents attended any

crass-t1pe of presentations and about 2% saw such presentations as

a source of health information. This wourd suggest, that other
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methods shourd be considered when developing hearth promotion

programs. The tradition-i a*" of presentation which has tended

to be utilized in such programs may account for ineffectiveness of

some programs. rt is necessary for hospitals to know how the

pubric/consumer receive hearth information. The more hospitals

know of how the public is educated about health, the more

effectivery they can become better sources of information and the

more effectively they can target their messages.

while there \¡ras some variation in the respondents present

hearth-maintaining behaviour, exercise and eating habits are

predomi-nantry identified. This is contrary to the finding of

Yoder et ar (1985) who found that visiting the doctor rather than

exercisi-ng and eating nutritj-onarry was the major behaviour. This

difference may be partially rerated to their interpretation of

hearth promotion. The responses may arso be affected by the

emphasis on these behaviours and by the presence of information

rerated to those behaviours that appear on buses, ne\Á/spapers,

radio, terevision, posters and pamphrets. 'rHuman behaviour is
rargeJ-y dependent on the nature and quantity of information

existing in the environment'r (Labonte & penfold, 1991; pS. 4).

The majority of respondents (62ia) were not participating

in any hearth promotion programs/activities. Those that were
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participating in any such activities were primariry invorved in

some form of exerci-se. Most of those exercise programs r^¡ere

sponsored by private organizations. A Iarge number of

respondents, however, had individual_ regimes set up for

themselves. This wourd indicate that at the present time hearth

promotion programs generarry and hospital-sponsored progra¡ns more

specificarry (few as they may be) are not being accessed. This is

consistent with the finding of Keenan (1982).

CONCLUSIONS

rt is crear from this investigation that health promotion is

stirl viewed in a limited sense. Activities/programs are stirl

viewed as individuar behaviours primariry focused at exercise,

nutrition and weight contror to rist a few. Efforts must be made

to unify individuar responsibirity with sociar responsibirity.

"Hearth promotion programs would then incrude corlectÍve actj-ons

to arter the health-damaging aspects of our social envj-ronment as

weII as individual action to alter personally damaging habits"

(Labonte' & Penfold, 1981; page 8).

Health and health promotion are attractÍng attention, even

though this attention is only in its infancy in terms of
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programs. The new vision of health is one where health is seen as

"a basic and dynamic force in our dairy rives, influenced by our

circumstances, our beliefs, our culture, and our social. economic

and physical environments" (Hearth and werfare canada, 19g6; page

3). This focus impries the need for "pubric participation, the

need for strengthening community hearth services and the need for

strengthening communÍty health services and the need for
coordinating healthy pubric poricy" (Hearth and werfare canada,

1986; page 3). Heal-th promotion is therefore an approach which

can deverop arong with and be integrated into the existing heal-th

care system. The hospital is one part of the hearth care system

which may begin to take more of a responsibility to facil_itate the

promotion of hearth to its entire community. At seven oaks

General Hospitar this has been articurated in its mission

statements and by-raws. The hospitar has taken steps in that

direction. These incrude the estabrishment of facirities for
fitness for the staff and the pubric. the establishment of patient

education programs, the deveropment of weight control groups, the

development of a 'Feering Great' lecture series for seniors, and

the arrocation of space for support Groups. The need for this

investigation was to begin to identify the publics/ consumers
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perception of health promotion and their perception of the

hospita|s rore in promoting hearth, as welr as thej-r i-nterests in

health promotion activities.

The issue selected for investigation was to establish a profile
of a community's perception of a hospital's role in heatth promotion

using a needs assessment process. As part of this process the data

w'ere anaryzed in order to shed right on the potentiar rore for the

hospital in health promotion and to provid.e the basis for developing

services and communications and estimating demands. The indicatj-on

is that the hospital is seen to have a rore to pray in hearth

promotion. However, this can occur onry if efforts are made at

marketing hearth promotion and the hospital's rore in it. The

pranning of any such programs wourd do werl to target groups,

particularly age categories. Consideration of location outside the

hospital is certainry warranted. Arternate sites in the community

make health promotionar activities more convenient to the public.

This direction would arso serve to estabrish the hospital as a

health care service within the community and not separate from it.
These factors support the findings of Jones (rgg2) who suggested

that in developing health promotion programs, public relations and

community image were the predominant reasons for program

i-nvolvement.
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Hearth promotion wirr undoubtedly emerge as a major feature

of hearth care in the next severar years. There is no doubt that

the charrenge exists. To ensure that the hospitar does pray a

centrar rore, it wilr have to respond affirmativery to that

charrenge. rn today's complex world of hearth care, hearth

promotion wourd seem to be one oi tt. few areas in which everyone

can be a winner - the hospital, it's patients and their famiries,

it's employees, and the community at large. The role of the

hospital in health promotion may vary from one of active

partj-cipant to one of community catalyst. As a respected

institutíon and as a resource of knowredge and experti-se, the

hospitar must be wirring to pray a rore in making the community

hearthier. rt is important, however, to maintain perspective.

The medicar intervention model- shoul-d be part of the hearth

system, but not the entire system. This reorientation encourages

the deveropment of an expanded rore for the institution and

supports the needs of individuals and communities for a healthier

Iife.

Hospitars are adaptive. This is witnessed by the growth in

arternative systems and other organizationar arrangements. The

changes tend to occur in response to a changing environment. How

successfur hospitars are in the future in remainÍng the major
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providers of health care depends on whether they are able to

redefine their role in a changing environment and, egualJ_y

important, on whether they are abre to change their rerationships

with other providers.

RECOMMENDATIONS :

The concept of community focus is stated in the mission

statement of the hospital. Support for integrating health

promotion into the overalr management pran of the institution is

essentiar. The decision to devel-op hearth promotion as part of

the service derivery must incrude consideration of the public,

their physical and social envi_ronments, as well as their

transactional nature.

The folrowing recommendations are based on the findings and

the concrusions drawn from this study. The recommendati-ons

emanating from this study are categorized into broad categories,

namely staff deveropment, community awareness, corraboration,

program development, and public relations.

1. Staff Development

AII health professionals within the institution have an

opportunity and an obligation to promote better health and
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prevent disease. These professional-s need to be trained to view

themserves as educators and models, as well as practitioners of a

particurar dÍsciprine. A werr-informed and. strongly committed

group of professionals is required to overcome the obstacles which

are confronted. Professionals also have a responsibility to share

information they have acguired about health and disease wÍth the

general public, decisj_on-makers and other professionals.

2. Community Awareness

Efforts must be made to increase community knowredge and

awareness of the mentar, emotional, physical, social and spiritual
aspects of hearth. This awareness provides the opportunity for
creating an informed, actj-ve pubric opinion regarding health and

health promotion. Public opinion enables peopre to persuade

governments to identify changes in poticy that courd make a

contribution to better hearth. Hopefurry, such a change in policy

considers other sectors (housing, education) in society.

3. Collaboration

rt is necessary for the hospital estabrish networks with

other heal-th and community organizations. This is necessary to

sustain col-ra.boratj-ve efforts through common concerns, conìmon
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goals, cornmon strategies, conìrnon priorities, perhaps shared

resources and cooperative action. The cooperation between

organizations reduces the need for any special facilitj_es. These

facilities may and often do arready exist in the schoors and

workplace. conti-nuous consultation, diarogue and exchange of

ideas eriminates fragrmentation, friction and duprications. The

coordi-nated approach among the pubric, private and voruntary

agencies can often assist in dealing the multipricity of sociar,

educationar, and economic factors that influence hearth.

corraboration enhances goodwilr and cooperation between the

hospitar and the community. This process enabl_es the hospitar to

begin to change its image from that of an institution that treats

only the sick to one that is concerned about the hearth of the

community.

The corraborative efforts must arso incrude the physicians in

the community. Having been identified as a credj-bre source of

health information, the physician is a necessary ally.

collaboration with individuars and groups within the community

wourd enabre the hospital to verify the results of this or any

future investigation. This process serves to build a stronger

base of understanding of the comrnunity and a more accurate

perception of its needs.
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4. Program Development

The hospital may consider establishing programs in

conjuncti-on with other community agenci-es and around the

enthusiasm and positive experiences of professionals in the

community. These individuals serve as positive rore moders and

are seen as credible sources of health information (eg.

physicians, employers, etc. ). The initial focus of such programs

may be to assist people in acguiring the art of being well. To

provide persons or organizations with the knowledge and motivation

to make informed choices. As weII as to provide skills and

support to assi-st them in effectivery caring for themselves and

others. The program deveJ-opment courd gi-ve consideration to the

framework for hearth promotion as suggested by Hearth and werfare

Canada (1986). The programs may j_nclude:

a) educational programs

b) workplace and community located health promotion

c) health resource centre

The programs would do weII to support and build upon

those activities the people are engaging in to maintain or

improve their health. It is necessary to recognize programs

will vary with age. These include fitness, sports,
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nutriti-on, stress management and participati-on in community

groups working to improve local facil_ities or to change the

environment.

The utilization of identifi-ed sources of health i-nformation

(eg. physicians print media) and/or the support from these sources

wourd faciritate in program delivery and program acceptance.

5. Public Rel-ations

The hospitar courd take a leadership role in promoting the

idea and practice of health promotion. This may be by way of

serving as an exemplary model or it may include providing

information to its constituents.

The hospital- may be more aggressive in undertaking to ret the

public know that hearth promotion programs are offered and/or

supported by the hospital. This process would increase pubric

awareness of programs and enhance the hospital's role in health

promotion programs. The greater direct rore that the hospital is

abre to pray in this consumer education process, the better chance

it has of enhancing its ì-mage and creating favorabLe perceptions.

As weII, utilizing the support of credible individuals

(physicians) and organizations within the community reinforces the

program's credibirity and acceptance and the hospita|s dedication

to health promotion.
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In addi-tion to the information from thÍs investigation, the

personneJ- invorved in health promotion planning in the future

may require additional data and j-nformation. Some of this

data is currently available from the statistics being

maintained on a regular basis. However, there are three

areas of investigation which may be considered. These

include:

1. How do staff and physicians perceive health and

health promotion?

2. What are the current public relation practices/

strategies of the hospital as it relates to

health promotion?

3. Is there variability in perceptJ_on of health and

health promotion by the major cultural groups in

the area?
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FACE SHEET:

PHONE NO.:

DATE OF INTERVIEI,/:

DAY (Circle):

LENGTH OF INTERV]EW:

Appendix B

Ouestionnaire

HOUSEHOLD NO.:

Mon., Tues.,l{ed., Thurs., Fri., Sat., Sun.

Minutes

NUMBER 0F ATIEMPTS (Circle)

12

REASON FOR MORE THAN ONE ATTEMPT

J

(Circle)

NO REPLY

BUSY LINE

NO ONE OVER 18 YEARS

LANGUAGE PROBLEM

OTHER (State)

COMPLETION:

TOTALLY COMPLETED

PARTIALLY COMPLETED

1

2

3REFUSAL

TNTERVIEWER'S FIRST NA}IE:



SECTTON I:

''HELLO, is thì_s

Oaks General Hospital. i{e are conducting a
j-nterested in your opinion. i{e would rea11y
are a few questions we would like to ask you

only a few minutes (about 10 minutes). Feel
time. OKAY? (Pause here! )

(telephone no. )

(If i-t is NOT the stated number: Terminate the call
like 'rsORRY T0 HAVE BOTHERED yout'. Also rerminare if
number is reached.)

131

TIME STARTED:

with something

a nonresidential

. I'm calling from the Seven

study about health and are
appreclate your he1p. There

. These questions should take
free to ask questions at any

?]t

(rf it rS the stated number, proceed with the introduction.)

"My name is (full name)

t'First, are you 18 years of age or over?"

(If not, ask for someone who is and repeat 'rMy name your he1p").

I'f want to assure you that everything you say is confidential and your namewill not be used. lde do not know your name because your phone number was
randomly chosen. "

(ff the person agrees to participate, PROCEED to the interview schedulein SECTI0N III).

Í]f:he p::son indicares he/she does nor wj-sh ro parricipare, expressthe tact that you respect their wish not to answer the questioinaire.
HOI.^/EVER, ask than if they would be willing to answer just a couple ofquestions. PROCEED to ask rhe person rhe questions in SECTTON rr.



SECTION I]:

Ask the following questions ONLY
in the entire questionnaire.

L_32

of those who D0 NOT wish to participate

l. Reason for not participating (state verbatum).

NOT INTERESTED

NO T]ME

TOO SICK OR DISABLED

I,/ASTE OF TIME/SERVE NO PURPOSE

OTHER (Specify)

REFUSE TO SPECIFY ...... 9

2. Sex:

male

female

1

2

J. i,{hat age category are you?

IB-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
Refused

I
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9



l"
.2-

I{hat is the highest grade of school or level of education you completed:

no formal schooling
Grade I -
Grade 9 -
University

B (some grade school)
12 (some high school)

1

2

3

4

Other (specify)
refused

following broad categorÍes does your j_ncome fa1l into:

less than 69,999
between $10,000 - $I9,999
between $20,000 - $29,999
between $30,000 - 939,999
between $40,000 - $49,999
more than $50,000

no ]-ncome

dontt know

refused

person has indj-cated he/she does not wish to
have changed thelr mi-nd, continue to the remaining
Lhose on sex, age, educational and income if already

5

9

q In which of the
(before taxes)

(Stop here if the
participate. If they
questions -- excluding
answered. )

T]ME COMPLETED:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

I



SECTION III:

I would first like
health.

134

QUESTIONNAIRE
(Interview Schedule)

Eo ask you some questions concerning your opinions about

1. How important is health to you? (read the categories)

very important
somewhat important
not important
dontt know

refused

How would you rate your health: (read the categories)

excellent (never prevents activities)
very good (rarely prevents activities)
good (occassionally prevents some activitles)
fair (very often prevents activities)
poor (prevents most actj-vities)
dontt know

refused

J. What does health mean to you? (record verbatum then

general feeling of well-being

categorize )

absence of symptoms, disease
able to perform usual activities
other (specify)
dontt know

1

2

3

B

9

1

2

aJ

4

5

B

9

i
2

3

4

B

9

)

ro€" oo.l
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a

-L-

maintain (1ook after) your health?What do you do to

5. a) What programs/activities related to
pating in? (Eg. exercise program, weight

1exercise ...... r
eat balanced dlet 2

get adequate rest
visit doctor regularly
attend classes
other (specify)
nothing

refused

.)
J

4

5

6

7

9

health are you presentlv partici-
loss program, classes)

education programs

behaviour change programs

wellness & lifestyle programs

self-care programs

life saver programs

other (specify)
none

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9refused

(IF RESPONSE rS NONE 0R REFUSED, PROCEEp T0 QUESTION #6.)
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5. b) Who sponsors/provídes each of these programs?
PROGRA-Ì'{ LISTED IN 5. (a) . )

136

(INDICATE FOR EACH

JlaTJ#2#1

1

2

3

4

5

6

I
2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

government agency (Public Health, Parks & Rec

volunteer organization (heart foundation)
hospital
personal/se1f

other (specify)
not applÍcable

6. How do (did you) find out about programs/activities related to healththat are available?

newspaper i
radio ..,... 2

television .. 3

friends/family ....... 4

special notifj-catì_on (brochure) ..... 5

other 6

not applicable 7

dontt know ...... B



7 . a) \dhere do you
magazi-nes ---- which

L37

4-

presently get information about health? (doctors,
ones ) .

television

doctor
print media (eg. newspapers)

radio

magazines (specify)
books

pamphlets/brochures

fri ends/relati ves

formal presentations (lectures,
classes) ..

other (speci-fy)

none 1i
refused 12

1

2

aJ

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

b) l{hat kind of information does each source provide?

i
2

3

4

5

6

9

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

I
2

J

4

5

6

9

dj-sease specific
treatment/management of ailments
behavj-our change

prevention/promotion

other

none

raf tt oarl

1

2

3

4

5

6

9



B. a) Do you know
General Hospital?

of any health programs

yes

no

138

presently offered by Seven Oaks

[c0 T0 #8.

lco r0 #91

b)l

b) What programs (1ist the programs) do you know that are offered by
Seven Oaks General Hospital?

health education programs

behaviour change programs

wellness & lifestyle programs

self-care programs

life saver programs

other (specify)
dontt know

raf tr carl

u I¡/hat should the hospital be doing to promote health?

1

2

J

4

5

6

B

9

health ed

behaviour

wellness

self-care
life save

other (sp

nothing

programs

r programs

ucation programs

change programs

& lifestyle programs

ecify )

dontt know

refused

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

9
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10. a) If health programs were offered
(ie. located in che hospical) would you

yes

no

139

AE

go?
Èhe Seven Oaks General HosPital

(wHY NoT)

maybe

refused

I

2

3

I
rF ''NO'' INDICATE WHY NOT

b) ff Seven Oaks General Hospiual offered programs
(ie. in the cornmuniEy) would you go?

Eoo far
no Eransportation

no Eime

oËher

dontÈ know

refused

outside the hospital

I
2

3

4

I
9

yes

no

maybe

refused

ro rl)

Ic0
(rNDrcATE

T0 #10. (c) J

r{HY NoT) G0

1

2

3

9

rF ''NO'' WHY NOT

offered by o

wontt meet m

other (speci
donrt. know

ther organizacion(s)
y needs

t
2

J

I
9refused

rv)
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c) hrhere do you think such

-7 -

programs should be held?

community club
church

t
2

3

4

5

6

I
9

d) l./hat would be your preference?

school

workplaces ..
any place (no preference)
oCher

don'E know

refused

aE the hospiEal

in Ehe communiEy

either

I
2

3

I
9

don t t know

refused

11 l.IhaË specifÍc kinds of healt,h programs are you interested in?

healch education programs

behaviour change programs

Iifescyle & wellness programs

sel-f-care programs

Iife saver programs

other (specify)
none

i
2

3

4

5

6

7

9

IF ''NONE'' PROCEED TO #14.

refused
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12. lJhat Eime of Êhe day would

13. If the hospiral
these programs?

programs Èo be held?

mid-morning

noon hour

af t,ernoon

evening

doesnr E maEter

refused

offered healrh programs, are you prepared Eo pay for

-8-
you prefer such

earLy morning 1

2

3

4

5

6

9

yes

yes

no

Eotally
partially

1

2

3

4

9

maybe

refused

rF ''PARTTALLY'" Í{HAT PROPORTION

other (specify)
donr E know

refused

Now, I would like Eo know a little abouÈ you.

male

female

one half (å)

one Ehird (I/3) ...........
one quarEer (+)

I
2

I
2

3

4

I
9

14. Sex of respondent:
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15. t{hac age category are you?

16. t/hac is Ehe highest grade of

-9-

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75-84
85+
refused

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

L7. fn which of rhe following broad
income -- before caxes)

school or level or education you completed?

no formal schooling ........... I
Grade I - I (some grade school) ..... 2

Grade 9 - 12 (some high school) ..... 3

University .. ... 4

5other (specify)
refused

categories does .ro income fall (i.e. gross

less than 69,999

between $10,000 -
between $20,000 -
between $30,0O0 -
between $40,000 -
nore Ëhan $50,000

$lg,9gg

$2g,ggg

$39,999

$49,999

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

a aa a a a a a a a aa a a a a a a a

aaaaaa.no Income

dontt know

refused

This concludes the interview. f would like to remind you thaE your answersÈo the questions will_ be kept in stricÈ confidence. Túank you íury much foryour co-operaEion. Your help in the projecE is greaËly appieciated.

The study resulEs will be available within Ehe nexÈ 6 months. ff you areinEeresced in Èhe results, you may call aÈ EhaE time. call L. Kaban aÈ632-3242. THAI{KS AGAIN! !

TII'íE INTERVTEW COMPLETED:
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1.

Appendix C

Cateqories of Health Promotion

Community patient education - hospital patient services
extended to the community.

- cancer prevention
- hlpertension control
- cardiac rehabilitation
- self-help groups
- support groups
- death and grieving
- mental health
- diabetes education
- vision screening
- audiology testing
- arthritis education
- health information

Behaviour change - any activity that attempts to change a
participant's unhealthy behaviour.

- weight control
- alcohol/drug abuse
- stress management
- smoking cessation
- heal-th risk appraj_sal
- time management
- relaxation classes
- assertiveness training

Well-ness and Iifestyle - J_ntegrate
individual-s' s lifestyle.

- physical fitness
- nutrition
- back care
- healthy aging
- communication with children
- conflict resolution
- healthy cooking
- family life

healthy practices into an

Z.
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4. Medical self-care - provide skilrs and knowredge that prepare
individuars to take responsibil-ity for their medicar care or
that teaches them how to gain access to the health care
system.

- using health care resources
- understanding medications

5. Lifesavers - deal with health protectj_on and safety.

- accident prevention
- home safety
- first aid
- cardiopulmonary resuscitation

6. Workplace applications - specifically designed for the
worksite. These consisted of components from the other five
content areas, therefore¿ h/as omitted as a category for this
investigation.

SOURCE: Longe and Wol-f (1984). The categories were based

on emphasis of the offering and on strategies used

to organize and deliver it.
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Appendix D

INTERVTETTER I S GUIDE

For

IICOMMUNITY PERCEPT]ONS OF A HOSPTTAI'S ROLE

IN HEAITH PROMOTIONI'

BY: LEONA KABAN



PURPOSE:

CONTACT PERSON

746

1. To serve as researcher's tool to communicate with
intervíewers and therefore provide alt the information
necessary to enabl-e the interviewer to feel prepared to
embark on the survey.

2- To serve as a document of orientation to the survey and
as a reference throughout the survey period.

Leona Kaban

Home Number: 1,-444-3071

Work Number: 632-3242

CaIl either number if you have questions or concerns
or if you have suggestions
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SHORT DESCRIPTION OF BACKGROUND

Hearth promoti-on programs are j-ncreasingly becoming an issue. The
question remains as to what peopre feer they need. The issue ofeffective use of heal-th resources guestions where such programs
would be held and who should sponsor them.

PURPOSE

A random sampre of adurts in the North winnipeg area. The totar
sample size is 542. The purpose is to get peopJ-e's ideas on a
number of topics rerating to health. This information is aimed at
assi-sting the hospital in determining the needs of the popuration
as it relates to health promotion.

SPONSORSH]P

The survey is being conducted by a Masters Degree student of the
university of Manitoba as part of her degree requirement. The
survey is endorsed by the Seven Oaks General Hospital.

INTERV]EWERIS JOB TN THE SURVEY

r know that some people wilr refuse to be interviewed on this
topic. However, r expect that you wilr be able to interview
successfulry at least 7 or 8 out of every 10 households you
contact.

You wirr be required to explain the nature of the study, the
purpose of the survey research and the reason you carred. your
interest in peopre and thorough knowledge of the instructions you
receive wirr make the task easier. you arso must bring a]-r your
intuition and interrigence into pray when the person answers the
phone.

There is no way to accurately predict responses. However, the
person who answers is rikery to act with a combination of
curiosity and formal courtesy.

SECURING THE INTERVIEW

Your approach may have to vary in accordance with you intuitive
feelings. Some respondents wiII be quite willing to be
interviewed with onry a brief expranation of your purpose; for
others you wirr need to go into some detair. Remember not to be
too specific, it is important that you avoid intr"a".tng a bias
into the interview which might predispose the respondent to answer
i-n a particurar way. very general- statements such as 'we are
interested in how people view health't.
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You can use the brief j-ntroductory statement at the beginning of
the guestionnaire.

INTRODUCTION

Refusal usuarly occur between the introductory message and the
first question.

Therefore, it is crucial that you state clearly who you are, who
you represent, and why you are carring. Respondents need to feel
that their opinions are important and necessary for the survey to
be varid. rf they hesitate, even after the introduction, you may
have to do some prodding.

-'rThis won't take much time and we realry do want your opinion"

- "since your number vias drawn, we need to tatk to you in order
for our survey to be valid, a true representation of the
community. "

- "Let me remind you that your responses wirt be confidentiar. "

WIIO TO INTERVIEW

1. we are seeking the opinion of an adurt member of househords,
age 18 and over.

You may tal-k to either males or females.

Try to interview the person who ansr¡iers the phone. If he or
she is unable or unwilling to cooperate, try to get another
adult member of that household.

If no one wiII talk at this time, try to establish a time
that wirr be convenient for a carl-back (we are not rimited
to early evening hours).

HOW MUCH TNFORMATION TO GIVE

1. Read guestions precisely as written.

2. f repeat, read them precisely as written, It is extremely
i-mportant that everyone be asked the same question in the
same way. Even a difference in one word courd drastÍcally
change the meaning and, thus, the response.

2.

?

L
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3. Information that you can provide to the respondent is
indicated elsewhere. Do not go beyond this information to
interpret questions from the respondent. Key phrases you
might use to answer questions are:

- "This is all the ínformation available to us.,,

- 'rWe would like you to answer the question in terms of
the way it is stated. Could I read it again for you?"

- rrlrm sorry I don't have that information."

- "r will write on the guestionnaire the qualifications to
your ans$ier you have just mentioned."

4. rf the respondent stilr requires some information, cai-r for
assistance.

PROBING AND OTHER ]NTERV]EWING TECHNIQUES

1. If no open-ended guestions are used in the interview
schedule, probing for better clarity or for additional_
information is not necessary.

2. However, if a respondent is reructant to answer a question,
you may have to coax him to answer with statement like:

"Is there anything else you would like to say?'r

"Are you sure that is all?"

'rCoul-d you elaborate on ...?"

3. Be careful about reading the respondent. probes are to be
neutral requests for information.

4. If unsure of respondent's final response, repeat what you
think it was so that he can confirm or correct it.

5. Kinds of probes:

- repeat the question
- an expectant pause
- repeat respondent's reply
- neutral guestj-ons or comments
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Probe Abbreviation
Else?
AO?
Other?
How mean?

What in mind?
What mean?
whv?

Which closer?

Anything else?
Any other reason?
Any others?
How do you mean?
Could you tell me more about
what you have in mind?
What do you mean?
Why do you feel that way?
Which would be closer to the
r^ray you feel?

- Asking for further clarification?

e.g. I'I'm not sure what you mean by that, could you tell
me a little more?"

WHOSE OPINION TO ACCEPT

Everything shpurd be in terms of what the RESpONDENT thinks - not
the respondent's kids, friends, boss, bartender, etc.

Therefore, yoü might need to say:

"f see. Novi, is that what you think?"

"Itrs your opinion that we really want?"

AISO, DON'T GIVE YOUR N¡SPONO¡NT YOUR OPINION.

RECORD EVERY CAIL YOU MAKE

Even if the number was not workíng, no answer was received, or the
interview was not completed, still record the call.

You wirr be provided with numlcers to carl on a separate sheet. Do
not call any other numbers.

Please record any pertinent comments on the cover of the
questionnaire or in the margins.

Do not smoke, eat, or drink coffee, tea, or mi_Ik, etc. while
conducting the interview. You have too much to concentrate on
without having to worry about dropping an ash or spilling a drink
onto inappropriate (and perhaps painful) places.
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THE NEUTRAL ROLE OF THE INTERVIEWER

1. Your are a neutral medium through which questions and answers
are transmitted. Therefore:

a. Avoj_d interjecting your own opinion.

b. Avoid being 'rClever"

c. Avoid any unnecessary or overly enthusi_astic
reinforcement such as "Dy-NO-M]TE".

d. Be an active listener, but only give the minimum of
reinforcement, such as rrOKrr - ttI seetttt or ttuh-huhtt.

e. Never suggest an ansr¡Jer.

2. BAI,ANCED RAPPORT

Remember, the telephone interview is still a social_
interactíon situation. you wirr not onry relate to each
other according to your respective roles, but al_so as
individuars. Therefore, it is necessary to achieve some kind
of "Barance" or rapport. A relationship must be estabrished
that wirr not stimulate either incomprete responses or biased
responses based on "over-rapport'r or an overly ttMechanical"
interviewing style. Usually the respondent witl try to
please you and wirr often gi-ve "sociarly desirabl-e' answers
in order to get your reinforcement.

Neutral responses are difficurt for most of us. Terephone
interviewing carrs for us to drop this persuasive tactic,
except when introducing the interview. rt is then and onry
then what we use our powers of persuasion to get a
prospective respondent to agree to an interview.

3. GENERAL TASKS OF INTERVIEWER

a. accurate communÍcation of questions

b. maximizing the respondent's ability and wilringness to
answer

c. listening actj_vely to determine what is relevant

d. probing to increase the validity, clarity, and
completeness of the response.
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4. SPECIF]C TASKS

a. be familiar wj_th the questionnaire

b. follow guestion wordi-ng and question order exactry; ask
all of the questions

c. record responses exactly

d. be casual, conversational and friendly

e. record first answer; it is usuarJ-y cl-oser to the truth

f. doublecheck your instructions before you begin

s. repeat ansvrers for respondent if there is any doubt or
has misinterpreted.

h. doubrecheck guestionnaire to be sure that alr items have
been answered, answers recorded correctly, and status
information (phone number, location) completed.

5. F]NAI COMMENT

Most peopre like to talk about themserves and what they know.
once their initial- anxieties are relieved, the respondent
will talk because of this fact and the guarantee of a good
listener - you.

RECORDING AND EDTTING THE INTERVIEW

- rnformation must be conveyed in a furl and unbiased form.

- Record the respondent's replies as werr as yort å*n probes
right on the questionnaire in the space provided.

- with open-ended guestions, document the respondent's repries
on the l-ines provided, during the interview and as the
respondent is talking.

Rules for Recordinq

a. record responses during the interview

b. use the respondent's own words (verbatim)

c. do not summarize or paraphrase the respondent's answers

d. include everything that pertains to the question
obj ectives
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Rules for Recording Continued:

e. incrude all of your probes - enter them in parenthesis

f. hold the respondent's interest - i. e. focus on the
respondent (e.9. repeat the response as you are writing
it down)

S. start recording as soon as the respondent starts
talking

Tips on Note Takinq

a. when starting the interview, lry to find a place where
you will be able to write comfortably

b. when the respondent starts to talk, begin to write
immediately

c. abbreviate sentences - e.g. Ieave out articles and
prepositions

Mechanics of Recordinq and Editing Interviews

a. use a pencil to record

b. writing must be legible

c. use parenthesis to indicate the interviewer's words

d. account for each question in the guestionnaire

Tips on nditinq

a. edit the interview right after you complete it

b. be sure that:

- aII entries are legible

- inappropriate questions are clearly marked

- aII probes are indicated in parenthesis

- aII unclear responses are clarified by your

parenthetical notes

- edit the cover sheet.
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QUESTTONS THAT MAY BE RAISED AND SUGGESTIONS ABOUT HOW TO RESPOND TO EACH

1. HOW DTD YOU HAPPEN TO P]CK ME? WHO GAVE YOU OUR PHONE
NUMBER AND NAI,IE?

we do not have or need your name. your number was randomry
serected from a list of random numbers without using any rist
such as a terephone directory. Number combínations lvere
serected in the same way as putt-i-ng the numbers in a hat andpicking a certain number of them.

we are trying to find out what peopre in the North End of
winnipeg think, we cannot talk with everyone. Therefore, we
have chosen numbers in an attempt to sampre about 524 peopre.

I REAILY DONIT KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS

We are interested in your opinj-on, not in what information
you may or may not have about the topic in the survey. I
rearry think you wirr find the interview interesting and
enjoyable. In a study such as this, there are no right and
wrong answers; vJe are simpry interested in learning about
your experiences and how you feel about things.

WHATIS THTS A],L ABOUT, A.}ryWAY?

we'rr be tarking about severar things rerated to hearth and
what to do to maintain health. (An explanation of the
introductory remarks should suffice. If the person is
voicing suspicion about the tegitimacy suggest they call:
Dexter Harvey
Ron Birt
Marianna Muzyka

47 4-90L4
632-3321
632-3 180

to vouch for the fact that you are from a recognized
organization.

4. WHAT GOOD WILL THTS DO?

(This is one of the most difficult guestions to answer. )

rt may be helpfuJ- to exprain that informed decisions are
better than good guesses and decision-makers need this kind
of information which can be obtained only by talking to
people and finding out how they feel in order to formulate
plans and policies.

?
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HOW DO I KNOW THIS WILL BE CONF]DENTIAI?

we do not have your name. you were contacted because your
number combination was picked from a hat. I,ie are only
interested in the combined responses of the nearry 542 people
who will be called. No individual's responses wiII be
singred out. Arr of us who are working on this project are
required to forlow certain policies and procedures deveroped
for the purpose of protecting everyone's identity. The finar
report wirr contain onry sunmary statistics and the hospitar
or the university will never know what phone numbers were
caIIed

HOW WILL THE RESULTS BE USED?

The information generated by this survey wirr be utirized by
the master's degree student in her thesis which will be
submitted to the University of Manitoba. In add.ition, the
resurts wirr be made avairabre to decision makers at the
hospitar to assi-st in pranning for the future needs of the
area population.

HOW TO HANDLE REFUSA-LS OR THOSE RELUCTANT TO REPLY

You may have to be prepared to encourage an individual to respond.
some reasons for refusals may incrude those presented berow.
Included are possible responses (Mason et aI, 1993).

1. 'INO INFORMAT]ON IS CONFIDENTTAL''

6.

2.

Answer:

rfrrM TOO

Answer:

We are al-I concerned about invasion of privacy.
AII research at the University of Manitoba is
supervised by an ethics committee. Once your
information is entered j_nto a computer, no one will
be able to identify your response.

BUSY''

The survey takes about 10 minutes. Since this is a
bad time for you, can we arrange a convenient time
when f can call back?
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? 'II DONIT LIKE TELEPHONE SOLICTTING

Answer: The telephone allows us to get information as
guickly as possible and at a saving of money. By
talking to your directly, we can make certain your
opinions are accurately recorded.

WELLII''I 'M NOT

Answer: Request if it is possible to caII back in a few
days. (If not, ind.icate that as the reason for
non-response and do not caII again. )

( '|twHy sHouLD I ANSWER THE QUESTIONS"

Answer: We can appreciate that you are busy and that many
people seem to be askJ_ng you questions and i.nvading
your privacy. But we think you opinions about
health are especially valuable to the Seven Oaks
General Hospital. This is your chance to register
your opinion on a vital issue facing everyone and
your chance to influence hospital programs.

WHAT TO DO IFA PERSON BECOMES INCENSED USES FOUL LANGUAGE OR

z.

GOES ON A TIRADE ETC.

1. Be nice! Do not hang up.

Possible responses, as situations warrant:

ttYes, I see.rr ttUh-huhrt

"Yes, r understand you feel quite strongry about this matter.
but we really need your opinion.'l

"Let me repeat the question for you, sir."

DO NOT under any condition, argue, insert your own opinion,
or lose your temper.

Do Nor terminate the interview if a respondent is abusive.
OnIy terminate if subject refuses to respond.

If all else fails, waj-t for the opportunity. and then say
something to this effect:

"I'm awfully sorry you prefer not to complete the
intervj-ew, but thank you anf¡ray. Good-bye."

3.

4.
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WIIAT TO DO }IHEN THERE IS NO ANSWER OR IF NO ONE OVER 18 YEARS ]S AVAILABLE

1. If there is no answer, call again at another ti_me and/or on
another day. Make three attempts only.

2. If no one over 18 years is available, ask for a time when
he/she might be back, or simply caII at another time and/
or day.

WHAT TO DO WHEN RESPONDENT IS NOT ENGL]SH SPEAKING

1. Ask for (attempt to ask for) an English speaking adult (19
years or over) and interview that person.

2. rf there is no Engrish-speaking person, simply exclude that
household from the survey.

ETHICS

1. Participation in the survey by the respondent must be voluntary.

2. The purpose and sponsor of the survey must be identified to
the respondent. Deceit should not be used.

3. rt is essentiar to establish and maintain a reputati-on for
confidentiality. Therefore please:

a. Do not teII anyone the phone nu¡nber of people you
interviewed.

b. Do not teII anyone the substance of any interview or
part of an interview, no matter how fascinating or
interesting it was.

c. AvoÍd revealing your personal summary of findings.
People you tell wiII tell others. and they will do
the generalizing no matter how good you are at
gualifying thÍngs.

d. If people hear about responses of others and then are
later called on the same surveyf it could influence
their response,
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Appendix E

List of Responses to "Other'r Cateqorv

TABLE A: RESPONSE CATEGORY 'OTHER' IN TABLE 6

- Displays, Demonstrations in MaIls

- Commercials

- Pamphlets

- Advertise Services

- Make Books Avail-able

- Posters

- Special Clinícs

- Bulletin Boards

- Education Sessions in Schools

- Practice Holistic Medicine

- Special Education Sessions for youths

- Open House

- Seminars, Special Classes


